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The Ivory Gull (Pagophila eb.,mea) IS classified as "Endangered" under the
SpecIes at Risk Act In Canada due to an SO-/. dechne In popuhmon survey counts at
known breedtng Sites betv.'eeIl the early 19SOS and 2003-2005. This study Illmed to fill
Cnllca! mformauon gaps with regard to me Ivory Gull's global popul3t1on structure. WIth
a genonuc approach ofseveral mitochondnal gene sequences. Ivory Gulls have a low
level ofgenetic dlYCfSity, similar to other endangered and arctic species. Most of the
genetic variance IS within populations, such that the Canadian, Greenland and lorwegtan
breeding popu)attons are genetically indlstlngUJshable and the source orthe l...abrador Sea
wlntermg blrCts is unidentifiable. The Alaskan non-breedmg populatlOfl was weakly
dlfferenulued from the breeding colonies analyzed and the Labmdor Sea wmtenng
populatIon.
Ross's Gull (Rhodoslelhia rasea) is classified as Threatened m Canada due to the
extremely small numbers of breeding birds. A small number of museum specimens were
used to analyze the control region sequence. The genetic diversity of the Canadian birds
was much lower than the Alaskan individuals and the two populations were weakly
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For rrost declining species, ignorance of basiC elements of their bIOlogy Impedes
conservatIOn efforts (Ryder 2005). This is true ofl\"Ory Gulls (Pagoplllia ebumea) and
Ross's Gulls (Rhodos,e,lI,a rosea). These birds are both of conservatIOn concern In
Canada but they are two of the roost poorly studied seabird spec:tes lJl the world (Ah1> e,
01 1996~ GlIchrist and Mallory 2005). UseoftmduK)na1 field methods to obtllln the
required mformation would be tremendously dlfficuh given their use of extremely remote
Areut breedmg areas. Therefore, Ivory Gulls and Ross's Gulls "'ere excellent models for
II conservation genetics approach.
1.2 COJlse."Vatioll Genetics
Conservation genetics can help to provide essential information about a species'
population structure and evolutionary history. For example. it is imperlam to dctcnnine
the amount of gene flow among colonies or isolated populations of a lhrealened species.
Gene flow is defined as the transfer ofgenetic material between populations that results
from movements of individuals (migration) or their gametes (Avise 2004). The exchange
ofonly one to four females per generation is thought to prevent differentiation ofmtDNA
by dnft alone (Crow and Aoki 1982). In birds, night and the resultant high potenlial for
dispersal may explain the absence ofsigmficant genetic dlfTerentlatton frequently
observed among local breeding populations (Avise el al. 2000). However, many avian
species sllow strong tendencies toward nest site pllilopatry, and constitute recognized
subspecies with distinct geographic variation (Newton 2003). Understanding of tile
genetic evolutionary history would permit informed decisions about whether a species
could benefit from the transplant of individuals among colonies or breeding localities to
prevent inbreeding and loss ofgenetic diversity (Frankhalll, Ballou and Briscoe 2004).
One of the goals of conservation genetics is to fully understand the relationsllip
between genetic diversity and population viability. Genetic diversity is one of three
forms of biodiversity recognized by the World Conservation Union (lUCN) as deserving
ofconservation (Reed and Frankham 2003). The need to conserve genetic diversity
within populations is based on t....u arguments: the necessity ofgenetic diversity for
evolution to occur, and the expected relationship between heterozygosity and population
fitness (Reed and Frankham 2003). Both of these arguments have been shown to be
correct as genetic diversity is both a key parameter of a populations' likelihood of
recovery (Frankham, Ballou and Briscoe 2004) and is also strongly correlated with fitness
(Reed and Frankham 2003). High levels ofgenetic diversity are seen as healthy, allowing
the population to respond to threats such as disease, parasites, predators and
environmental change (Amos and Harwood 1998) whereas decreased genetic diversity
has been shown to adversely affect adult longevity (Saccheri et al. 1998) and to increase
the risk of extinction (Frankham 1998), especially during environmental stress (Frank ham
and Ralls 1998; Reed, Briscoe and Frankham 2002). Low genetic diversity has also been
shown to result in increased egg infertility (Jamieson and Ryan 2000) and hatching failure
(Bensch et al. 1994). However, low genetic diversity does not necessarily doom a
population to extinction as there have been cases of bird species, such as the Chatham
Black Robin (Pelroica lrallersi), Ihat were bottlenecked to a single breeding pair and
managed to survive (Ardern and Lambert 1997). The apparently rapidly declining
Canadian population of Ivory Gulls and extremely low Canadian population of Ross's
Gulls make them ideal study species for conservation-oriented research inlo genetic
diversity.
1.2. J Arcfic Consen'atiofl Genelics
Genetic diversity is often lower for species living at higher latitudes (Martin and
McKay 2004), likely as a consequence of long-term climatic oscillations that result in
species repeatedly retreating from and then re~colonizing their ranges (Dynesius and
Jansson 2000). The small population size associated with isolation in refugia during ice
ages and subsequent rapid re~colonization also causes reduced genetic variability (Hewitt
1996). For instance, Atlantic C0nll110n Munes (Uria aalge), which have a northerly
breeding range, showed a star-like haplotype phylogeny and lillIe sequence divergence,
suggesting a recent populalion expansion (Mourn and Amason 2001).
Analysis of genetic diversity can supply information about the history of a
species. For example, the Razorbill (Alca IOrda) has 97% of its global population
breeding outside North America (Nettleship and Evans 1985). When Moum and Amason
(200 I) sequenced its control region, they found that nucleotide diversity was actually
highest in the two North American colonies, which suggests that Ihe current Razorbill
population originated from a southwest Atlantic refugial population and through
sequential founder events colonized the North and East Atlantic. In contrast, the Lesser
White-fronted Goose (Amer el)'lhroplIS) has a Itlrge (25,000) breedmg populatIOn in
Russia as well as a very small (30-50 pam;) breedmg populallOn 10 FennoscanduI, wtnch
had only half the haplotype and nucleotide diversity of the m:lIn RUSSian population
(Ruokonen elol. 20(4). These cases illustrate thai populatIOn Size and genetIC dIVersity IS
not aJways linked..
In addition, nonhem taxa are often subject to natural selectIOn for high dispersal
capacity, which likely leads 10 homogenIZing gene flow over large areas (1...Iebers and
Helbig 2002), such that species at high latitudes lheorecteally should show less
phylogeographicaJ populallon structure than closely related speCies funher south
(DynesIUS and Jansson 2000). Empirically however, there IS considerable vanallon In the
amount ofphylogeographic structure among Arcllc Species as a result ofdifferent life-
history characteristics and the level offragrnentauon IOto refugla (Avlse and Walker
1998). For eXarT1>le, Steller's Eiders (POI)'slicla stc/len) breed mainly 10 Russia but a
small genetically differentiated population ofconservatIOn concern breeds 10 Alaska
(Pearce et 0/. 2005). In contrast, King Eiders (Somauma speC:lobl1is) showed little
evidence for genetic differentiation despite having too distinctly distributed populations
with separate wintering areas (Pearce el 0/. 2004). Geographic barriers 10 gene now also
exist even in apparently mobile avian species. For example, among 13 bird species,
including the Mew Gull (Lams can/ls), analyzed using mitochondrial DNA, II exhibited
eVidence of genetic differentiation between each Side ofUeringl3 (ZlOk et 01. 1995).
1 2 1 Endangered Species COIIsenV1tion Genetics
It was recently shown that small populations of threatened species frequently have
lower genetic variation than populations of related species that are not threatened
(Spielman, Brook and Frankham 2004) which makes determination of the
phylogeography of threatened species more difficult. For instance, the endangered
Crested Ibis (Nipponia nippon) only had too haplotypes in the control region domains II
and LU (n=36) (Zhang, Fang and Xi 2004). The Japanese regional population of the
Oriental White Stork (Ciconia boyciana) was also determined to be genetically
homogeneous at a l210bp control region sequence before its extirpation (Murata et at.
2004). The decline of populations often results in loss of rare alleles, which ultimately
leads to decreased heterozygosity that can theoretically affect the ability of the species to
persist and adapt in the face of environmental change (Frankham and Ralls 1998; Reed,
Briscoe and Frankham 2002). The aftermath of severe population reductions may last for
many thousands ofgenerations (Briskie and Mackintosh 2004). Theoretically, a
population that has ex-panded from a small population (bottleneck) will show evidence of
a low historical effective population size (Ne) with low haplotype and nucleotide
diversities (Glenn, Stephan and Braun 1999), a star·like phylogeny ofhaplOlypes with
very low levels of population subdivision, and a unimodal distribution of pairwise
differences among haplotypcs (Mila el at. 2000). On the other hand, several authors have
questioned the evidence for the deleterious effects of loss ofgenetic diversity, pointing to
the existence of viable populations of numerous species in the absence ofgenetic
diversity due to being bottlenecked to only a few individuals (e.g. Black Robin (Arden
and Lambert 1997); Whooping Crane Gms americana (Glenn, Stephan and Braun 1999)
and Crested Ibis (Zhang, Fang and Xi 2004».
Genetic drift is defined as the nuctuations in allele frequency within and among
populations that occurs by chance because ofsampling error (Connor and Hartl 2004).
The effect is particularly noticeable in small populations or as a result offoilllding events
(Connor and Hartl 2004). TIle effect ofgenetic drift is demonstrated by the Whooping
Crane, which declined from six haplotypes in the pre-bottleneck sample to only one in the
modern population, as indicated by 314bp ofcontrol region data from museum specimens
(Glenn, Stephan and Braun 1999). The one haplotype that persisted was at a low
frequency in the pre-bottleneck population, a classic consequence ofgenetic drift (Glenn,
Stephan and Braun 1999).
1.2.3 G/I/l COl/sen'alion Gencrics
Compared to other seabird studied, in which the among-population genetic
variance component was generally lower, gulls sometimes exhibit strong phylogeographic
structure, despite their high colonization potential (Liebers, Helbig and De Kniff2001).
The Red-legged Kittiwake (Rissa breviroslris), a gull endemic to the Bering Sea, had a
statistically significant population genetic structure in which birds from Bering Island
were genetically differentiated from other colonies analyzed, likely as a result of strong
nesting site fidelity (Pstirana, Hatch and Friesen 2002). However, the overall level of
differentiation was low, so that Red-legged Kittiwakes can still be considered a single
management unit (Patirana, Hatch and Friesen 2002). Analysis of genetic markers in
Black-legged Kittiwakes (Rism lridaclyla) showed considerably more genetic stnlcture as
the Pacific and Atlantic populations were significantly different from each other (Patriana
2000). Several differentiated colonies were found in the Atlantic whereas the Pacific
colonies were not differentiated from each other, and most of the variance was distributed
within populations (patirana 2000). No significant microsatellite variation was found
between the two largest colonies of Audouin's Gulls (Lams Qlldollinii), and they appear to
be a panmictic population despite being relatively philopatric and having different body
sizes (Genovart, Oro and Bonhomme 2003). A panmictic population is one where all
individuals are potential partners as a result of being free to move within their habitat
without any sort of geographical or behavioral restrictions. Auduoin's Gull is restricted to
the Mediterranean Sea and may always have had a small tota! population size compared
to the Black-legged Kittiwake.
It has been argued that species at high latitudes should show less
phylogeographical population structure and thus be less likely to speciate than closely
related species further south (Dynesius and Jansson 2000). This has be shown to be the
case with Lesser Black-backed Gull complex (Liebers, Helbig and De Kniff200 I;
Liebers and Helbig 2002), which contains the southerly distributed Yellow-legged Gull
Lams cac:hinnans (6 subspecies), the northerly distributed Lesser Black-backed Gull
Lamsjllsclls (5 subspecies) and the Herring Gull Lams argeflfallls (3 subspecies). Lesser
Black-backed Gulls were characterized by a star-like haplotype phylogeny centered on
two highly dominating haplotypes, while many rare haplotypes differed by only single
substitutions (Liebers and Helbig 2002). In contrast, Yellow-legged Gulls showed a
complex haplotype network with multiple, divergent clusters, corresponding to long
periods of multiregional differentiation (Liebers, Helbig and De KnifT2001).
Gull species have varying degrees of genetic diversity_ Some gull species of
conservation concern have been shown to have low levels of genetic variation, such as
Audouin's Gulls, which had no variation in the 16 individuals sequenced for 500bp from
domains n and mof the control region (Genovart, Oro and Bonhomme 2003). However,
Red-legged Kittiwakes, also of conservat ion concern, had high levels ofgenetic diversity
in domain I of the control region (Patirana, Hatch and Friesen 2002). Several taxa, such
as Ihe Mongolian Gull (Lam!)' mongo/iells) and Armenian Gull (Lams anllelliclls) show
little mitochondrial genetic diversity, likely as a result of recent population expansion
from a bottleneck (Liebers, Helbig and De Kniff2001). Current population size is not
always a predictor ofgenetic diversity as Herring Gulls, one of the mOSI abundant gulls in
North America, had low cytochrome b sequence divergence in the Greal Lakes region
(Chen el al. 200 I). Black-legged Kittiwakes, which are not of conservation concern,
more predictably had high levels of genetic diversity, as indicated by 155 haplotypes
defined by 115 variable positions, mostly in domain I, among 404 samples using 773 bp
of control region sequence (Patirana 2000).
1.3 Mitochondlial DNA
J. 3, / Proper,ies
Vertebrate mitochondrial DNA is the most widely used genetic marker for
phylogeography and has been used in more than 80% of published studies (Avise 1998).
There are several advantages to the use of mtDNA for conservation genetics. It is
maternally inherited (Lansman, Avise and Huette11983) and there is no direct evidence
that it can recombine with other mitochondrial genomes (Hayashi, Tagoshira and Yoshida
1985). However, the maternal inheritance of mitochondria means that it only provides
information on female dispersal and matrilineal phylogeography, unlike nuclear DNA,
~._ ••,••"oo.'" ~'.'"""'~" __OO"('" 'M)
Mitochondrial DNA has been shown to evolve more quickly than most nuclear DNA
(Brown, George and Wilson 1979). Also, because the effective population size of miD A
is 1/4 thai ofnudear 0 A. mtDNA is more sensitive to population bonlenecks and gene
flow restrictions than is nuclear DNA (Wilson el 01. 1985). As a result, the amount of
variation of mtD A can be presumed to reflect the amount of variation in nuclear DNA,
in the absence of selection (Wilson el al. 1985). Mitochondrial D A is only a single
genetic locus, however, and reliance on a single locus \vcakens the ability to detect
significant spatial or temporal patterns. For this reason sequencing of several loci
provides the most insight into historical processes (Palumbi and Baker 1994).
Mitochondrial DNA is also present in much higher copy number than nuclear D A
(Ballard and Whitlock 2004), making it easier to amplify from suboptimal D A extracts
(Cooper 1994), such as museum specimens.
Museum specimens are valuable sources ofgenetic material for rare birds that are
difficult to collect from the field (Payne and Sorenson 2002). Shorter fragments of DNA
are more likely to survive in museum specimens and increase the chance ofsuccessful
amplification (Glenn, Stephan and Braun 1999). Conservation genetic studies often
utilize museum specimens to monitor temporal trends in genetic diversity (Sefc, Payne
and Sorenson 2007). However, museum specimen mtDNA can contain artifactual base
changes (at approximately I x 10-4 per base pair) which may bias lowards a higher
haplotype diversity in historical samples as compared with current populations (Sefc,
Payne and Sorenson 2007). The use of museum specimens has provided essential data
on the population structure of birds, for example studies on the Loggerhead Shrike Lani"s
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flidovicianllS (Vallianalos, Lougheed and Boag 2002); Oriental White Stork Ciconia
boyciana (Murata el aJ, 2004); Heath Hen TympanI/dills c/lpido (Ross et al. 2006); and
Red Grouse LagoplIs lagopw' seQ/jellS (Freeland et al. 2006)
J. 3.2 Mitochondrial Gene RegioflS
All vertebrate mitochondrial genomes contain 22 I.RNA-coding regions, 13
prolein·coding regions, 2 rRNA-coding regions and the Control Region (Clayton 1992).
There is considerable variation in tne mutation rates within and among the different gene
regions (Mindell and Thacker 1996). To improve the power of analysis, separate sites
throughout the genome need to be examined because one continuous region will not
accurately represent the entire genome (Cummings, Ono and Wakeley 1995).
The Control Region or D-Loop Region is often considered to be the most variable
region of mtDNA, in terms of nucleotide substitutions, short insertions/deletions (indels)
and dynamics of variable-number tandem repeats (Randi and Lucchini 1998). The
Control Region is a non-coding region that regulates replication of the heavy strand
(which has a higher [G + C] content than the light strand) and transcription of the mtDNA
genome (Clayton 1992). This non-coding region is usually divided into three subregions:
Domain 11 is a central, more conserved domain that is flanked by Domains I and III,
which show substantial size and sequence variation (Marshall and Baker 1997). In gulls
(Laridae), the higher rale of base substitution is particularly true of Control Region
Domain I sequences which evolve much more quickly than Domains II and III (Crochet
and Desmarais 2000). However, the Control Region is not always the most variable
region of the mitochondrial genome. When the Control Region and Cytochrome b
It
divergence were compared in many avian species, Ruokonen and Kvist (2002) found thai
the variability ratios varied from O. J3 10 21.65. suggesting thai there are differences in the
rale ofdivergences among avian lineages.
125 rRNA is the smaller oflwo mitochondrial ribosomal 0 As and together with
the 165 subunit complexes with proteins to form a ribosome (Houde el 01. 1997).
Because it is a non-protein-coding molecule. more variation al the nucleotide level IS
possible as compared to a protein-coding gene (van def Kuryl el aJ. 1995). How'ever,
some selective pressure does still act upon the gene to maintain the correct secondary
structure necessary for rRNA function (van der Kuryl el 0/. 1995). Therefore, 12S r A
includes both evolutionary labile and conserved regions and can perrrut assessment of
recent and ancient divergences (Houde el 01. 1997). Control Region and 12S rRNA
sequence data were used to determine population structure of Andean Condors (VII/fllr
gryplms) and it was found that both regions contributed important SNPs (single
nucleotide polylOOrphisms) 10 the analysis (Hendrickson ef 01. 2003). ND4 has been
found to provide a higher proportion of variable and informative sites than Cytochrome b,
which is often used in genetic analysis (Feldman and Omland 2005).
1,4 Ivol)' Gull NUhll-a1 HislOI)'
TIle Ivory Gull is the only all-white gull with black legs and is smaller than other
white-headed gulls (448-687g) (Haney and McDonald 1995). Juvenile (and first-winter)
Ivory Gulls have black blotches on the face, wings and tail, which gives them a
characteristic 'ermine' appearance. They develop the pure white adult plumage in their
second year (Haney and McDonald 1995). Ivory Gulls are the sole member of their
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genus, PagophUa. Mitochondrial DNA sequence analysis determined that their closest
sister taxon is Sabine's Gull (Xema sabini) followed by kittiwakes (Rissa sPP.) (Crochet,
Bonhomme and Lebreton 2000; Pons, Hassanin and Crochet 2005)
1.-1./ StailiS
The Canadian population orIvory Gulls was assessed as Endangered by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEW1C) in 2006 after
previously being designated as Special Concern. They are also classified as Rare
(Category 3) in the Red Data Book of Russia (Zubakin 1984) and Declining in Svalbard
(Anker·Nilssen el ai, 2000). TIle Ivory Gull has been recommended as an indicator
species for the health orthe arctic marine environment by scientists of the circumpolar
community (Mallory and Gilchrist 2005).
J. 4. 2 Movement
Band recoveries indicate that Ivory Gulls are capable of moving long distances
from where they were banded but the sample size was very low, and it is unknown how
general this trend is (Cramp and Simmons 1983). A basic question concerns the breeding
colony origin of northwest Atlantic and Bering Sea wintering birds. It has been assumed
that birds wintering in the northwest Atlantic (mostly in pack ice off Labrador and
Newfoundland) originate at arctic Canadian, Greenland and possibly Norwegian breeding
colonies but there are little data available to support this (Haney and McDonald 1995).
Origins oflvory Gulls winlering in the Bering Sea are unknown, but a male banded at
Franz Josef Land, Russia was later recovered soulh of Ihe Chukchi Peninsula, which
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suggests Ihal birds from the Russian Arctic colomes may Wlnler off the Bering Sea coasts
afRuss.a and Alaska (Tomkovich 1990) Slghtmgs ofJuvemles dunng fall and winter
near Tuktoyakluk, WT (por~ild 1943), suggest thai blf(is from the eastern Canadian
high Arctic might also wander occasionally mto the Beaufort. Chukchi and Benng eas
(Haney 1993)
I ./ J CanadIan Population
The Canadian breeding population SLZe and dlStnbuuon seems to have been
shrmklng smce the late 1800s (Haney and MxDonald 1995) but In the past IO-IS years
an 80-.t. dechne In counts ofbirds al known cok>ny Sites has been documented (Gtlchrisl
and Mallory 200S) Sparse daIa from at·sea observauons are also consistent With a
considerable decline, as four times more Ivory Gulls were seen In 1993 than m 2002
(Chardme et al. 2004). Ivory Gulls formerly bred In northwestern anada on Bathurst
Island, the Polynya Islands, and on Prince Patnck Island al the edge of the Beaufort Sea
(MacDonald and MacPherson 1962). CurrentlY,there llre Ivory Gull breeding colonies on
Ellesmere Island, SeynlOur Island, Devon Island, Perley Island and Baffin Island (Haney
ruld McDonald 1995). Canada was thought to support as Illuch lIS 6·10% (2400
individuals) of tile global breeding population of 14,000 pairs by Volkov and de Kone
(1996), but Gilchrist and Mallory (2005) suggcst the CWludilln breeding population Illay
be only 250-350 pairs. No study of Ivory Gull breedmg bIOlogy hIlS been performed in
Canada since MacDonald (1976).
I ./ ./ World Popllia/ioll
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Similar declines of Ivory Gull populations are suspected In other regions but
unfortunately, Russian and Norwegian fieldwork largely SlOPped In the nud·l990s due to
monetary difficulties (Krajick 2(03). Severallhousand birds "'ere estm\31ed for Franz
Josef Land, RussIa in the early 1900s (Haney and McDonald 1995). however no colomes
were found an a 1996 survey ofknown nesting sites In a majOr breeding regIOn (KraJlck
2003) The most recent estimates of Ivory Gulls In Severnaya Zemlya, RUSSIa tndlcaJed
thaI 1000-2000 b~ds bred there (Haney and MacDonald 1995) These data md'eale that
the last Russian estimate of 10,000 breedang patrs IS likely unrealistic and the real
populallOn 15 probably much k>\\'ef (Krajick 2003) Ivory Gulls have declined In
pltshergen smce the nineteenth century when coloRles of 100 or more paIrS were often
recorded (Bateson and Plowright 1959}- The last populatIOn estimates made tn the 1960s
found only 344 pans (Birkenmajer 1969). More than 200 blf<ls were banded In the
summer 0[2003 in Greenland but many areas ofGreenlnnd llre not well explored. so lhe
suggested stable population size of 1,000 birds could be too high or 100 low (Krajick
2003). There is no evidence that Ivory Gulls have ever bred in Alaska (Haney and
McDonald 1995).
During laic winter and early spring of 1978-1979. Ivory Gulls were estimated to
number about 35,000 from aerial censuses over Davis Strait, their main wintering area
(Orr nnd Parsons 1982). However, because this estimate was derived from sampling a
relallvely small area of the Davis Slrait and Labrador Sea, no confidence limits on the
estlmale were presented, and this may be a majOr overestlmale (Stenhouse 2003)
VUllleumler (1995) suggests that even if the generous esllmatesofbreedmg birds 11l
Canada and RUSSia (several thousand each) "'"ete accurate, which IS unlikely, lhe global
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population could not exceed 10,000 breeding birds, making it one of the rarest Arctic
seabirds.
1.5 Ross's Gull Nalll.-al History
Ross's Gull is a small gull with a black neck collar, wedge-shaped tail and pink
underpart colOuTation that is displayed during the breeding season (Densley 1999).
Recent phylogenetic analysis based on mtDNA has shown that Ross's Gull is a sister
taxon to the Little Gull (Lams ",ill/ll/15: Pons, Hassanin and Crochet 2005).
1.5./ Slaws and Research
Ross's Gull was listed as a 'Vulnerable' species in 1981 by COSEWIC and was
then up-listed in 2001 to 'Threatened' because of its small population size and [ow
productivity (Alvo et al. 1996).
Very lillIe is known about Ross's Gull ecology. Ross's Gulls have an extremely
low nesting concentration that is a special form of low density colonial nesting within the
framework ofcoloniality (Zubakin and Avdanin 1983). This species' area of greatest
breeding season abundance is in coastal low Arctic and taiga regions of Russia, mostly
between the Khroma and Kolyma rivers in northeastern Siberia (Cramp and Simmons
1983) and Buturlin (1906) did the most in-depth work on its breeding biology. Canadian
populations are peripheral and occupy atypical habitat compared to Russian populations
(Alvo et al. 1996). Ross's Gulls appear to move colonies each year or occupy colonies
intermiltently, especially in the Canadian High Arctic and it is possible that Ross's Gulls
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do nol breed every year. perhaps due to food supply (Mallory, G,lchrist and Mallory
2006)
The highly productive polar ice that borders the Barents and Greenland Seas
serves as an Important feeding and rrouhing area for non-breeding Ross's Gulls durms
the summer (Meltofte eral. 1981). In fact, Ross's Gulls appear to be the most conunon
bird In the central Arctic Ocean, nonh of85 1 (Hjort, Gudmundsson and Elander 1997)
Dunng the fall. large numbers of these gulls pass eastward by POIn! Barrow, Alaska 10
feed In the AIccic Ocean (Divoky 1976) and for a bog ume It was unkno\\Tl .fthey stayed
thai far north dunng the winter. It was subsequently sho\\n thai they return westward and
wmler In the Bering Sea and the Sea ofOkhotsk (Degryarev. Labulln and Blohm 1987).
I .5 1 Callatban l'op"IOIioll
Ross's Gull IS the rarest breeding gull In North Amenca, where only four breeding
locntions have been confirmed: in NunaVlU at the Cheyne Islands (McDonald 1978);
I)rince Charles Island (Beehel elol. 2000); unnamed island in Penny Suait (Mallory,
Gilchrist and Mallory 2006); and Churchill in Manitoba (Chanier and Cooke 1980). The
Canadian population of Ross's Gull is thought to have always been small, despite large
areas of potential habitat (Alvo el al. 1996). The species appears 10 have nested annually
or almost annually from 1980 to 1994 in Churchill. Manitoba and/or III Nunavut and the
known breeding populalion has varied from I 105 pairs (Alvo el 01 1996). Ross's Gulls
are known 10 many Inuilln southern Baffin Island, U)chcatlllg Ihey may be more conunon
than prevKlusly lhought (MaBory, Gilchrist and Mallory 2006)
[7
1.5.3 World Poplllalion
Ross's Gull is still considered a high-arclic gull, despite 95% or more of its
breeding population being found in the marshy wetlands of northeastem Siberia, betw'een
the Chukotka and Taymyr Peninsulas (Hjort, Gudmundsson and Elander 1997). The
world population calculated in 1978 at 10,000 is thought to have been underestimated
with recent censuses of Siberian breeding grounds revealing that the world population
may be as many as 50,000 (AlvQ et al. 1996). However, according to a recent survey of
northern Yakutia, Russia, Ross's Gull is more widespread than had ever been assumed as
their current population estimate of 100,000 birds might be [ow, making it much larger
than any previous estimate (CAFF 2004). There are many sightings and several reports
of Ross's Gulls breeding in Greenland but it is unkno\Vl1 whether these birds represent a
breeding population or are just isolated vagrants (Kampp and Kristensen 1980).
1.6 Ivory Gull and Ross's Cull Coltsel"Vntion
Since Ivory Gull declines have occurred across the kno\Vl1 Canadian breeding
range, the cause of the decline has been suggested to be related to factors involved in
migration or their wintering area (Gilchrist and Mallory 2005). Declines may also be due
to factors that birds in many breeding areas have in common, for example hunting,
climate change, contamination, or disturbance.
1.6./ HlIlI1i"g
Hunting is likely an important contributing factorto the Ivory Gulls' decline. Ivory
Gulls are now legally protected throughout C.mada but have been traditionally shot for
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food and recreation in Nunavut during the summer and ofTlhe nonheast coast of
Newfoundland during winter (Stenhouse, Robertson and Gilchrist 2004). Several of the
band returns of the 0=1526 Ivory Gulls banded in Arctic Canada during the 1970s and
19805 came from birds shot in Canada (0=5) or northwest Greenland (n=17) during the
spring and fall migrations (Stenhouse, Robertson and Gilchrist 2004). Interestingly, no
birds were recovered from Greenland in August, which is the peak breeding month and
recoveries of first· and second-year birds were also not common (Stenhouse, Robertson
and Gilchrist 2004). This evidence suggests that Ivory Gulls are vulnerable during their
pre- and poSl-breeding movements and younger birds may nol participate as much in
these movements (Stenhouse, Robertson and Gilchrist 2004). Birds that breed in the
nonhern pan of Canada and in nonhern Greenland seem to be the moSI vulnerable 10
hunting monaJity as their migration route takes them past areas ofstrong hunting pressure
(Stenhouse, Robenson and Gilchrist 2004). Intense and unregulated hunting also occurs
on the eastern coast of Russia, where Ivory Gulls often occur during Ihe winter (Greg
Robertson, personal conmlUnication). Recovery rates for Ivory Gulls were relatively high
(0.03 ± 0.009) and similar to other harvested seabirds such as the Thick-billed Murre
(Uria familia) in west Greenland (Stenhouse. Robertson lind Gilchrist 2004). despite
protection against hunting since 1989. The reduction in life expectancy as II result of
hunting means fewer reproductive opportunities and thus lower reproductive success
which could have significant effec1s 10 a species like the Ivory Gull, which may be forced
to abandon breeding in some years due to the harsh climate of the High Arclic
(Stenhouse. Robertson and Gilchrist 2004).
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1.6.1 Climale Change
Global warming would seem to be a prime suspect as Ivory Gulls feed in
association with sea-ice year-round and so are likely dependent on it (Haney and
McDonald 1995). Less ice has been shown to translate into lower reproductive success in
Ivory Gulls (Dalgety 1932) so they may be panicularly sensitive to decreasing sea ice.
Another possibility is that the decline could be due to excessive ice althe Ivory Gulls'
wintering grounds, where sea ice has actually increased since Ihe 19505 (Stem and Heide-
Jorgensen 2003). Because the Ivcry Gulls need a combination of ice and open water to
access prey species, the near-total freeze-up could have resulted in decreased food
availability (Krajick 2003).
1.6.3 COIJ/QminatiOIl
The Ivory Gull had the highest level of many chemicals including DDT, PCBs and
HCH of any seabird in the Northwater Polynya, including the Glaucous Gull which feeds
at a slightly higher trophic level (Fisk, Hobson and Norstrom 2001; Buckman et al.
2004). Ivory Gulls also had the highest mean value of total mercury concentration found
in Canadian Arctic seabird eggs, 2.5 limes higher than Glaucous Gulls, suggesting that
factors other than the Ivory Gulls' trophic level are contributing to its mercury exposure
(Braune, Mallory and Gilchrist 2006). The mercury concentrations present in the Ivory
Gull eggs are al or above those thai are known to have a detrimental effect on breeding
success (Braune, Mallory and Gilchrist 2006).
One of the major conservation concerns with Ross's Gull is the potential for the
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dense fall population in the Chukchi and western Beaufort Seas to be devastated by an oil
spill or other pollution event (Alvo el al. 1996), Several Ivory Gulls that appeared in St.
John's Newfoundland in the winter of 1997·1998 were oiled, indicating they are also
vulnerable (Jan L. Jones personal communication).
1.6.4 DislIIrbance
Disturbance has been a significant problem for Ross's Gulls breeding near
Churchill, resulting in several nest abandonments (Alvo el al. 1996). Ivory Gulls and
Ross's Gulls are thought to purposely nest in remote places 10 avoid any disturbance and
so are often very sensitive 10 it (Haney and MacDonald 1995; Alva e/ aJ. 1996).
I.7 Thesis Outline and Objectives
This thesis is a study of the conservation genetics of the Ivory Gull and Ross's
Gull. The main objectives were to quantify geographic patterns of mitochondrial genetic
variation of both breeding colonies and wintering areas and to deduce the evolutionary
history of these species.
In Chapter 2 "Conservation Genetics and Phylogeography of the Endangered
Ivory Gull (Pagophila chI/mea)" I describe the distribution ofgenetic variation in both
control region sequences and combined mitochondrial gene sequences between breeding
colonies and wintering areas. This information is considered necessary as this species has
experienced strong declines in counts Canada over the past decade and so a management
strategy is urgently needed. I also use the genetic diversity in this species to make
inferences about the population history such as the long·term effective population size.
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In Chapter 3 "Genetic Diversity and D,fferentl3l1on afRoss's Gull (Rhodostethia
rosea)" I describe the control region genetic differentiatIOn between Canadian breeding
birds and those Wintering off Alaska These data are essential because of the extremely
low Canadian population size and the low produetlVlty observed I also compare the
genetic diversity and assessed the populalK>n history ofbolh populauons.
In Chapter 4 "General Discussion, future DIrections and Reeommendnllons" I
review the conclusions of my study and the data It provides for avian conservatIOn
genetics Funher required research on Ivory Gulls and Ross's Gulls IS summanzed and
policies needed to prevent the extinctIOn of these Species are outlmed
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Chalucr 2: Conservation Genetics and Phylogeography of the
Endangered Ivory Gull (Pllgopltilll eburuefl)
InlrodutJion
COWltsofl\'ory Gulls (Pagophlla ebllnrea) at trachuonal ArctiC Canadlan
breeding co'ony sites have declined by 80% over the past 15 years (Gilchrist and Mallory
2005) Iflhis trend reneets real population decline, thIS would represent one of the most
precipitous declines arany avian species ever detected In onh Amenca The Canachan
breedmg population (representing all ofNonh Arnenca's breeding Ivory Gulls) may have
declined from an estimated 1200 pairs In the 19805 10 as few as 250-350 p3U~ In 2005
(Gilchrist and Mallory 2005). As a result, Ivory Gulls were assessed as Endangered by
the Committee on the talUS of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) in 2006.
Both the population and distribution of Ivory Gulls In onh Amenca appear to have been
shrinkmg since the late 1800s. and they now breed only on Ellesmere Island. Seymour
Island and Brodeur Island, in northern Nunavut (Haney and McDonald 1995) The
Canadian population is considered to represent 10·30% of the global population, which
makes it significant to the species' survival (Gilchrist llnd Mallory 2005).
The last global population estimate, taken before the declines were observed In
Canada, was 10,000 breeding birds (Vuillemier 1995). The actual count could be much
lower if the declines in Canada are also occurring In other areas of the Arcllc Globally,
the population status of the Ivory Gull is unknown (Krajick 2003), but it is classified as
Declining III Svalbard (Anker-Nilssen et 01.2000) and Rare in RUSSlll (Zubakm 1984).
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Although several thousand birds were estimated 10 breed in Franz Josef Land, Russia at
the tum of the century (Haney and McDonald (995), no colonies were found in a 1996
survey ofpreviollsly identified nesting siles in a major breeding region (Krajick 2003).
Ivory Gulls have declined in Spitsbergen since the nineteenth century, when colonies of
100 or more pairs were oRen recorded (Bateson and Plowrighl 1959). The last population
estimates made in the 19605 found only 344 pairs (Birkenmajer 1969). More than 200
birds were banded in summer 2003 in Greenland, but many areas of Greenland are not
well explored, so the suggested stable population size of I,000 birds could be inaccurate
(Krajick 2003).
Band recoveries indicate that Ivory Gulls are capable of moving long distances,
for example 2,700 miles frOI11 Franz Josef Land, Russia to Labrador, Canada (Tuck
1971). A bird banded during the breeding season in Greenland was recovered three years
later during the breeding season in Franz Josef Land, suggesting that they may change
breeding regions (Salomonsen 1979). Unfortunately, the total number of banding returns
is too small to indicate how general this movement might be (Cramp and Simmons 1983).
After the June-September breeding season, Ivol)' Gulls spend the winter in two main
areas: in the Labrador Sea stretching from the shores of Newfoundland and Labrador, to
Greenland and in the northern Bering Sea off west em Alaska (Haney and McDonald
1995).
There is little detailed information available about both the global and colonial
population structure of Ivory Gulls. Since many aspects of behavior, such as dispersal,
degree of philopat I)' and duration of pair bonds, play significant roles in how genetic
variation is structured within and among avian populalions (Chesser 1991a, b),
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determination of the geographic partitioning ofgenetic variance will help 10 provide some
clues about Ivory Gull population structure. Information about the evolutionary history
and genetic structure are critical for the success of conservation programmes, because
these data permit definition of management units and the design of strategies aimed at
preserving genetic variation (Haig [998). Understanding the population structure of
Ivory Gulls will also help determine which breeding areas are affected by hunting during
the non-breeding season in Greenland and eastern Russia (Stenhouse, Robertson and
Gilchrist 2004).
As a result ofharsh climate fluctuations, arctic species tend to experience more
frequent and severe population bottlenecks than temperate species (Dynesius and Jansson
2000). The small population size associated with isolation in refugia and the repeated
withdrawal from and recolonization of their ranges result in low genetic diversity in arctic
species (Hewitt 1996; Martin and McKay 2004). There is considerable variation among
species in the degree ofphylogeographic structure as a result of unique life-history traits
and the degree of fragmentation into refugia during ice ages such as the Pleistocene
glaciation (Avise and Walker 1998). Ivory Gulls have a holarctic distribution (Haney and
McDonald 1995), which suggests that they may have survived in multiple refugia.
Alternatively, Ivory Gulls may have persisted in one area and then expanded to other
arctic areas. There are examples of both of these scenarios in circumpolar arctic birds.
Thick·billed Murres (Uria IOI1lI,ja) have strongly differentiated Atlantic and Pacific clades
(Bin-Friesen el al. 1992), which indicates that they survived severe glacial periods in
separate refugia. In contrast, species such as the King Eider (So/1/aferia specwbilis) show
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Inlle populatIOn genetic structure despite diStinct populations WIth different wmtcnng
areas, whIch suggests expansion from a smgle refuglUm (Pearce et al 2()()4)
Ivory Gulls are the sole members of the genus Pagophl/a and exhlbu distinctive
behavtOrai and ecological differences from other gulls (Haney and McDonald 1995) The
only preVIOus genetic work on Ivory Gulls was a CO"1X"nenl ofa phylogenetIC study of
32 (Croc:he1. Bonhomme and Lebrelon 2(00) and 53 guH specIes (Pons. Hasson," and
Crochet 2005), which delOOnstraled that Ivory Gulls are most closely related to Sabine's
Gull (Xenia solum) and lhat kittiwakes (RJssa spp ) are their next Closesl relatIVes. Black-
legged Klttlwakes exhibit strong genetic populallOn structure as Pacific and AtlantIC
populahons are slgmficantly different from each other and there are several dlfferenuated
populatIOns In the Nonh Atlantic, includmg Newfoundland (Patlrana 2000) Red-legged
Kittiwakes. which breed only on islands in the Benng Sea ofT Alaska and are of
conservation concern, showed some populatK>n structure, hkely a result of their strong
nesting SlIe fidelity (Patirana, Hatch and Friesen 2002) However, Auduoln's Gull. which
IS also of conservation concern. showed no genetic vaflatlon In the OltDNA Control
Region among any of the 16 individuals sampled, despite being philopmric and having
different body sizes at different colonies (Genovart, Oro IlJ1d Bonhomme 2003).
"111C loss of genetic diversity is always a concern with endangered species, and
they often have lower genetic variation than related, unthreatened SpCCles (Spielman,
Brook and Frankham 2004). The decline ofpopulutlons often results III loss of rare
alleles and decreased heterozygosity, which can theoretically affect the ablllly of the
species to persist and adapt in the face ofenVIronmental change (Frankham and Ralls
1998. Reed. Briscoe and Frankham 2(02) 11us theory IS based on two arguments the
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requirement ofgenetic diversity for evolution 10 occur and the expected posilive
relationship between heterozygosity and population fitness (Reed and Frankham 2003).
Genetic diversity is a key parameter of a populations' likelihood of recovery, and low
genetic diversity carries with it an increased risk of extinction, especially during times of
environmental stress (Frankham 1998; Frankham and Ralls 1998; Reed, Briscoe and
Frankham 2002). Major environmental threats to Ivory Gulls include high levels of
organochlorine contamination (Fisk, Hobson and Norstrom 2001; Buckman et al. 2004)
including mercury (Braune, Mallory and Gilchrist 2006) and the negative effect ofglobal
warming (Dalgcty 1932). However, several authors have questioned the evidence for the
deleterious effects of loss of genetic diversity, pointing to the existence of viable
populations of numerous species in the absence ofgenetic diversity due to being
bottlenecked to only a few individuals (e.g. Black Robin Petroica trm'ersi (Arden and
Lambert 1997), Whooping Crane Gms americana (Glenn, Stephan and Braun 1999), and
Crested Ibis Nipponia nippon (Zhang, Fang and Xi 2004)).
I used museum specimens to determine mitochondrial sequences of Ivory Gulls.
Museum specimens have been used in previous avian conservation genetic studies (e.g.
Loggerhead Shrike Lanills l/ldOl/icial/lls (Vallianatos, Lougheed and Boag 2002); Oriental
While Stork Ciconia boyciana (Murata ef al. 2004); and 1·lemh Hen Tymptl1lllclllls cupido
(Ross el 01. 2006)). This was however, the firsllime that a genetic study of several genes
was performed solely with avian museum specimens. Mitochondrial sequences are
present in much higher copy number than nuclear genes (Ballard and Whitlock 2004) and
since some of the samples were as old as 100 years, the probability of intact sequences is
higher for mtDNA (Cooper 1994). As well, due 10 the maternal inheritance of mtDNA,
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liS theoretlcal effective population size is Y. thai of nuclear markers and It should
therefore reach equilibrium sooner (Wilson et 01 198.5) everal gene regIOns, mcludmg
the conlrol reglon, were used to increase the chance offindmg polymorphLSms
My llJm In thlS study was to use rnltochondnal DNA sequencmg 10 understand the
circumpolar genellc structure orlhe 1"tHy Gulls Ifl\'Ory Gulls are dlStnblned across
several genellcally dlStmct breeding populations, these mght requIre separate
management- Alternatively. if Ivory Gulls represent a panrrucHc population UOlted by
high gene flow bet"-eefl the various colomes despue large dIStances between them
perhaps JOmt management as a single umt would be more appropnate and IhlS would
allow for the potential oftranskK:alion if the declmesseen In Canada are not happemng
elsewhere The ongm of birds that Winter In the Labrador ea and Alaska areas was also
investigated. The two wintering areas were also CO~3fed to detenmne whether potential
genetic differentiation in Ivory Gulls is more influenced by wlntenng areas than by
breedlOg areas. Information regarding the wlnlenng area IS especHllly ImportWlt as the
decline in numbers of Ivory Gulls seen in Canada has been suggested to be a result of
factors related to the wintering grounds or migration from the wintering grounds
(Gilchrist ilnd Mallory 2005). The extensive use of muscum specimcns allowcd the
IlJlalysis ofpopulation genetic parameters through time. I also tricd to understand the





A total of 126 Ivory Gulls were analyzed using several different mitochondrial
DNA markers (Table 2.3.1; Appendix 1). Individuals were designated as 'breeding' if the
specimen was taken during the summer breeding season (June until early September
(Haney and McDonald 1995» at a potential breeding colony. Lndividuals were
designated as non·breeding if the specimen was taken at another time or year or at a non-
breeding location (for example, Ivory Gulls do not breed in Alaska (Haney and
McDonald 1995) so even if the bird was taken during the summer it would nOI be counted
as a breeding bird).
DNA extracl;ofl
A small (-I mnl) picceoflissue was cui from either the loe pad or skin with a
sterile razof blade in a sterile weigh boal. To avoid contamination, a new sterile razor
blade and weigh boat were used and both the bench and my gloves were wiped clean with
75% ethanol before each new sample. DNA was extracted from the tissue with the
QIAamp DNA Mini Kit Tissue Protocol (Qiagen Inc.). Tissue samples were digested in
180~ of Buffer ATL (Qiagen Inc.) with 20l1L of proteinase K and incubated at 56°C
ovemight or until all of the tissue was completely lysed. The tube was removed and
200~lL of BufTer AL (Qiagen Inc.) was added, mixed and incubated at 70°C for 10
minutes. Next, 2001J.L of 100% ethanol was added to the mixture and vortexed. The
solution was applied to a QIAamp Spin Column and centrifuged for I minute. The
filtrate was discarded, a clean collection tube was used and 5001J.!. ofBufTer AWl was
added 10 the spin column. The colUllm was centrifuged for one minute and the filtrate
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was discarded again. A new collection tube was used and 500~ of Buffer AW2 was
added. The column was centrifuged for three minutes The filtrate was removed and the
column was ccmnfuged for an additional one mmute The collection tube was d.LSCafded
and a clean 1.5mL tube was used. The D A \Vas redissolved by adding 200IlL of
dIStilled water to the spin COIUITVl and mcubatiOg It for one nunute at 100m terJ1leralure
The column was cenlnfuged for one mmute before addmg another 200)l1. ofdistilled
water l1le spm column was then centnfuged for one nunute and the 1 5mL tube was
removed WIth the filtrate. labeled and pUI In the freezet"
peR ampltjicalion
Gull·specific oligonucleotide pnmers were designed for the Control RegtOn
(CR), 125 rR A, 04 and ND4L loci (Table 2 2 I) The CR pnmers were designed
from the Ivory Gull CR sequences reponed by Crochet, Bonhomme and Lebreton (2000)
The entire nnONA genome sequence of the Kelp Gull (IAniS dO","IICOfIllS) (obtamed by
Slack ef 01. 2007) (GenBank accession NC_007006) was used as a template for the l2S
rRNA, ND4 and ND4L sequences.
A peR cocktail was prepared using IO~lL ofdH 20. 2.S~lLof IOxPCR buffer,
O.SIll- ofdNTPs [20mM]. O.51J.l of each primer [IOmM) and O.2~L (1 U) of Hot Start
Taq polymerase. l1le sample tubes were composed of 15~L of PCR cocktail and IOJ,ll of
DNA A control sample in which no DNA was added was always used to ensure that the
cocktall didn't contain any D A contamination. These samples were placed m an
Eppendorf Mastercycler. and peR amplificatIOn proceeded WIth 11 specific program
accordmg to the pnmer pair. Each program started ",th 15 mlOutes at 95°C to activate
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the Taq polymerase activity. The peR amplification cycle consisted of lUI Inillal
demuurauon stage of45 seconds at 93 "'C. the annealing stage which was dlfferem with
each pTlmer pair (see Table 2.2.1 for tefT1>CralUre and lime). and then elongallon for one
minute 81 72 0c. This cycle was repealed 45 times to ensure adequate 0 A ampllficauon.
After the lase cycle, a [mal amplification al 72 "C for five minutes was performed, and
then the samples were held al 5°C.
The samples were run on a r'e agarose gel for apprmomalcly 2S moules to
detemune If a product was present A ladder was used as the first lane and then each Jane
was co~nsed of4~ DNA and 2~ dye. The gels were chocked under and a photo
was taken. If8 band was present in the conlrol sample then the samples were dISCarded
tfno control sample band was present then samples thai produced a band would continue
to the peR cleanup stage.
peRc/canup
To remove unincorporated nucleotide and other peR components, S volumes (105
~.L) ofQIAquick Buffer PB was added to the !)CR sample and vortexed. The solution
was transferred to n QIAquick spin column in 2mL collection tube. The column was
centrifuged for one minute and the filtrate was discarded. The next step was the addition
of750~Lof BufTer PE to the spin colunm and the column WIlS again centrifuged for one
minute The filtrate WIlS removed and the spin column was centnfuged for an addItional
minute. The collectIOn tube was then replaced with a I ,5mL tube Lastly, 30~ of
dIStilled water was added to the spin column and II was left to stand for one mmute. The
column was then centrifuged for one minute and the filtrate was kept., labeled and frozen
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Seqllencmg reaCIIOll
Both forward and reverse sequencmg reacllons were done Tubes \.ltere labeled
and 5~ of ONA was added to each of the sa.tT1lles' correspondmg forward and reverse
lUbes. The lUbes were vacufuged for 10 minutes or W\tlilhere was no longer any liquid
The cocktail was then prepared using 3.48~ ofdistilled water, 2J.1-L of BIg Dye and
O.32.u. ofeuher the forward or reverse pnmer per sample ext, 58J.1-L of the cocktail
was added to each sample and the tube was vortexed, spun and put In the Eppendorf
Maslcrcycler Reactions were carried OUI Wllh an lmuallwo minute separallon stage al
96°C before beginning the cycle of0;30 at 96"C, 0 IS 31 sOGe and 400 al 60 0e This
cycle was repealed 45 limes and then the samples were held at S°e.
Seqllencing c/eOJmp
This stage began with the addition of 40J.1-L of75% isopropnnol The solution was
then vortexed and left to precipitate, with the caps ofT under a Kimwlpe, for over 20
minutes. The tubes were closed and put in the centrifuge for 20 minutes at IJOOOrpm
The supernatant was aspirated and 250'lL of 75% isopropanol was then added, vortexed
and leR to precipitate with the caps off under a Kimwipe for over 10 minutes. The tubes
were then closed and put in the centrifuge for 10 mmutes at IJOOOrpm. The supernatant
was aspirated and any remaining liquid was removed by placmg the tubes m the v3Cufuge
for 10 rrunutes. The dned samples were removed from the vacufuge and 5J..Ll offorarrude
EDTA was added to the tubes and vonexed. The reactions were denatured m the
Eppendorf 'tastercycJer by heating the safl1>les up to 95°C for t"\\U mmutes and then
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reducing the temperature rapidly 10 SoC until they were removed. The samples were
vortexed again before either being added to the comb or placed in the fridge.
Alltomafed DNA Sequencing
The samples were sequenced on an acrylamide gel using a 96 lane ASl 377
Sequencer. A 48 or 64 comb was used with each lane containing If.lL or O.8ll-l of the
cleaned up sample. The acrylamide gel was prepared using 8.0g afurea, 12.5mL of
dH20, 2.5mL of lOx TBE, 3.0111L of PAGE~PLUS, 12SflL of ammonium persulfate
(APS) and 12.51ll ofTEMED. The plates were carefully cleaned prior to pouring and the
gel was left 10 polymerize for at least an hour. A plate check was always run before the
actual sequencing run to verifY that the gel was suitable for sequencing. After the plate
check, the comb was added, TBE was poured into the upper and lower wells and the
heating block was attached. The sequencing run was started for too minutes and then the
comb was removed. The top was placed on the upper chamber and the run was continued
until it finished approximately eight hours later. TIle data was automatically transferred
into a Gel File which was carefully tracked before export into Sequencher.
Analy:.·is
Sequences were aligned and Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) were
identified with Sequencher. To exclude the possibility ofnuclear pseudogenes, I verified
that amplified sequences were of mtDNA origin by comparing sequences obtained from
skin, toe pad and liver and by comparing homologous sequences for other gulls and the
published Ivary Gull control region sequence (Crochet, Bonhomme and Lebreton 2000).
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Smce the statistical software packages used were nOl able to Incorporate deletIOns mto the
calculauons, each deletion was changed to a SNP before Imponmg the data 1010 the
program. The number ofhaplorypes., overall and regIOnal haplotype dIVersities (Hd),
overall nucleotide diversity (n) and the average number of differences between sequences
(k) were obtamed usmg 0 ASP versIOn 4 0 (Rozas and Rozas 1999) T8Jlrna's 0
(Tajima 1989) and Fu's F·statistics (Fu 1997) were calculated for each separate
population usmg ARLEQUI version 30 (Excoffier, Laval and SchneIder 2005) and
overall using 0 ASP
Analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) were performed WIth ARLEQUI to
determine the proponlOn of tota! genetic variance represented al different hierarchIcal
levels based on the geographical distributIOn ofhaplotypes, and the palrwlse distances
bel~en them. AMOVA analyses were perfonned both on comrol regIOn data and the
collated sequences and several different groupmgs were tested The results are reponed
as a series of hierarchal ¢J S1lltlsties, which are analo1.'OO5 to F·S1atlstlcs for dIploid Ioei
(Wright 195 I). The value for <J>ST renects the structure among populatIOns, the <J>sc value
reneets the structure among populations within groups and Ihe <J>cr value reneets the
structure among groups (Excoffier, Smouse and QU:lIlTO 1992). The value for <DST can
also be defined as the correlation of random haplotypes within a population relative 10
haplotypes drawn from the entire sample (Excoffier, Smouse and Quauro 1992)
Based on pairwise ¢JSTvalues., each population was co"1'ared WIth all of the other
populations to detenmne the degree ofgenellc dlfTerenllallon among populauons
PairwIse C:!)~,. values were calculated "'lth ARLEQUI from the malnx ofdistances
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between haplotypes. Pairwise <1lsr analysis was done with both control region data and
overall data
To assess potenliallempora! differences in the genetic diversity orIvory Gulls, I
combined the samples into tv.u groups: pre-19S0 (N=62) and poSl.-1950 (N=S2). This
allowed comparison of the genetic diversity parameters and the testing of the hypothesis
thai the genetic diversity has declined over lime.
The !ong·tcnn effective population size was estimated with the formula
I06("If1S)/C, where 1t = the nucleotide diversity, S= ralcofsequence divergence and g = the
average generation time (Wilson el al. 1985). 1 used the rate ofsequence divergence
from the Lesser Black-backed Gull (Lanisj/lsCIIs) control region data of8.5% per million
years (Liebers and Helbig 2(02). The average generation time (g) was estimated as 10
years, because ahhough Ivory Gulls can reproduce atlhe age oft\vo they have a low
reproductive success rate (Haney and McDonald 1995). Based on band relUms, Stenhouse
el 01. (2004) suggest an average adult life expectancy of6.4 ± 1.4 years. much lower than
the 12·17 years that was previously estimated (Haney and McDonald 1995). An average
generation time of20 years was also used, since that was the value estimated for both
Black·legged and Red-legged Kittiwakes, which are closely related and have similar life-
histories (Patirana 2000; Patirana. Hatch and Friesen 2002).
I also compared Ihe genetic diversity values for each mitochondrial marker
sequenced to beuer characterize each gene region in Ivory Gulls. These are the first
values obtained for the 12S rRNA, ND4 and ND4L loci in Laridae.
Results
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Comrol Regio" seqllellce mrialiolJ
I detemtined the sequence ofa 264·bp segment of Domain I or the Control Region
for 126 individuals representing Ihree breeding areas (Canada. Greenland and Norway)
and three wintering areas (Canada, Greenland and Alaska). These sequences contained
six polymorphic positions (2.30% of the control region sequenced). three ofwhich were
parsimony-informative (1.10010). One orthe most polymorphic parsimony informative
sites was a single-base delelion in a sequence of 10 T's (1-13) Similar lodels have been
found to be associated w'ith poly T or poly A ponions or the taolrol region in other
species (pearce 2006). The other major parsmlOny inforrnalive site was a G ...... A
transition al base 232 (H2). The third site was a C - T transition seen In three
individuals. The other polymorphic sites included too transversions (T - A and A +-+ C)
and one transition (T +-+ C).
These polymorphic sites defined seven unique haplotypes, three of which were
only seen in one individual and one of which was only seen in two individuals.
I-Iaplotypes 1 and 2 were seen in all of the populations and Haplotype 3 was seen in four
of the six populations, with the majority of the Haplotype 3 individuals from the Alaskan
Non-Breeding group (see Table 2.3.1). Over 70% of the individuals sequenced were
Haplotype I and all of tile other haplotypes were either one or t\VO base pair different (See
Figure 2.3.2 for minimum spanning net\VOrk).
The overall haplotypic diversity (I-Id) was 0.451 and the nucleotide diversity (n)
was 0.00207. Nucleotide diversity (n) was highest in the eastern areas, Norway and
Alaska (both 0.00256) and lowest in the Greenland breeding birds (0 000510).
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Hapk>typlC diversity was highest in the orwegaan and Alaskan birds and lowest In the
Greenland breeding birds (Table 2.3.2)
Geographic SlntClurt! ojControl Region genetic \nnatton
More than 0900 afthe genelle variance was found wtthm each population (Table
2.3.4). (J;ven a scenario in which no groups were ldenlified a pnon and each population
was considered separate. approximately 0.957 ofgenetIc vanance was WllhlO the
popuJalklRS and only 0 0427 was seen between populalKms (p:O 0284) When grouped
Into western and eastern breeding populatIOns, 0 0851 of the variance was found between
the groups Canada and Greenland breedmg colonies were grouped together as they are
very close geographically and this combination was supponed \Yuh the extremely low
value of variance found within the group (-0 0350 or aJroost zero) Although no RllSSian
breedmg birds were available, one hypothesis IS thai the Alaskan blrCts may represent
Russian breeding birds. When the Alaskan birds were grouped With the Norwegian
breeding population to form an eastern breeding group, the among·group variance was
0.0262 and the within group variance was 0.0405 but the within populnlloll variance
remained similar. '111e founh scenario, using Alaska to represent Russin, compared three
breeding groups: Canada and Greenland, Norway, nnd Russia, Whcn the
AlaskanlRussian population was scparated, among group vanance was lIlcrcased to 0.110
and the WIthin group variance was almost 1111 (·0 0364), When the two wlIltermg areas
(Canada Non·Breeding and Greenland Non·Breedlllg representing the Labrador Sea area
and the Alaska on-Breeding area representing the Benng Sea) "'ere compared the
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among-group variance was O. J36. The Canada and Greenland non·breedmg areas are
very similar as the wuhtn group variance was almost zero (-00414)
The populsuon structure was funher Investlgaled usmg P3.1HVlse cJ)sr values lO
determme the level ofdifferentiation between populatIOns. The only slgmficant
differences were between the Alaskan non-breeding buds and the Canaduln and
Greenland breeding birds and the Canadmn and Greenland non-breeding birds (p-values
ranging from 0.0210 to 0.0490). Torwegian birds and the Alaskan non-breeding birds
were nOI slgmficantly different (p= 0.0640). 'one of the breeding colonies were
significanlly different from the others (0. 179 $p $0 999) The Canaduln and Greenland
non-breeding birds were not significantly different from each other ijFO 894), or from the
breedmg cok>mes (0 217 :$ p:$ 0.999) Taken logether, the dais indicate that Ivory Gulls
have weak populauon slIUClure. \\;th linie genellc variance that IS found l110Slly wuhm
populatkUls.
Popllla/lOn History
The overall Tajima's D was -1.1 0 and Fu's F was -1.89, neither of which were
statistically significant (Table 2.3.5). When anolyzed by population, the CtU1udian
breeding population had a significant Fu's F"" -1.60 (p:S 0.0450) but the Tajima's D ""-
1.54 was not significant (p:S 0.0560). All neutrality test values were negauve, which
suggests that the population is expanding from a hlSioncal bonleneck or thai selection is
occumng.
The long-term effective populatIon SIze based on the observed nucleotide diversity
of2 07 x 10·J, tl generation time oflO ye~ and tl sequence dIvergence rate or8 50 0 per
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mdhon years (LAnl.SfJlsclIs; Liebers and Helbig 2002) was 2.4 x 1& female blfds On the
assumption that Ivory Gulls are monogamous (Haney and kDonald 1995) and therefore
have a sex rallO ofapproXlmately J: I, the effecll\'e population Sl2.e of the speCies IS
approxim:uely 5000 birds. If an average generatIOn of20 years IS assumed, the effective
populauon Size is approximately 2400 bmis
The hypothesis that the genetic diversity has declined In Ivory Gulls was tested by
dlvidmg the samples into pre- and post-I 950 samples. Birds collected after 1950 (n =0
000192, Hd = 0413, k =0.531) have lo~r genellc diversity than those collected prior to
1950 (JI: :IZ 0 00233, Hd = 0.524, k =0614) When grouped as separate populatiOns and
tested USIng AMOVA, only 0.0218 of the vanance ....'liS between populallOns (p=O 088)
Genomic Dwcrsiry
The Control Region had the highest nucleollde and haplotype dlverslly, but other
gene regiOns provided parsimony· informative SNPs. especially 12S rRNA, which
contained four. One of these (a transition from T - C) was seen In 13 mdlvlduals, 12 of
which also had the G +-+ A transition in the control region. All other SNI)s found in the
12S rRNA, ND4·1 and ND4L regions were seen in only one or two individuals. The
haplotype diversities ofND4-1 and ND4L were very low as a result of the small number
of individuals with different haplotypes (0.101 and 0.121) If sequences other than the
control region (as it was deemed essential) were not available. I reconstructed the
complete haplotype on the assUft1ltK>n that the miSSing sequence "''35 that of the common
sequence.. The exception to this was the three lIlc:hvlduals WIth the CR .A' haplotype. for
which the 12S rRNA haplotypes were Wlknown These indIvIduals could have either the
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12S rRNA 'e' or 'T' (the known ratio was 8:5) haplolypes, so calculations were
performed with both alternatives. The reconstmction of missing data using the common
haplotype may have resulted in an underestimation of the overall genetic diversity.
Genomic Geographic SlmCfllre
Ofthe three breeding colonies, Norway (k = 1.54) was approximately twice as
variable as Canada (k= 0.886) and Greenland (k= 0.667) (Table 2.3.8). The diversities of
the non-breeding populations were intermediate between that of the Canadian and
Norwegian breeding colonies with the Greenland Non-Breeding having the highest
nucleotide diversity and the Alaskan population having the highest haplotype diversity.
The diversity of the Alaskan population is likely underestimated as it had the most
missing sections, especially in ND4·1 (Appendix I).
Most genetic variance (>0.950) was within the Ivory Gull populations with very
little among groups or populations (Table 2.3.9). When no groups were assigned, the
percentage of variance within populations was 0.959-0.969, which was significant
(p=0.OI08·0.0362). The largest among group variance (0.0705·0.0895) was between the
Canada and Greenland non-breeding group and the Alaska non-breeding group but this
was not significant (p=0.333·0.352). When the population was divided into eastern and
western breeding populations (Norway representing the East and Canada and Greenland
combined representing the West), among group variance was 0.0531-0.0655 (p=0.329-
0.335) indicating no suppon for population structure. Alaska was the most differentiated
as when it was added to the Eastern population to test the hypothesis that the Alaskan
birds represent the Russian birds, the among group variance fell to ·0.00780·0.005 I0
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while the among population variance rose to 00375·00619 (from approximately negative
one In the previous analysis) (p=O.00980-0.0567)
When the sequences were further analyzed by popul:ulOn pau-Wlse d>sr It became
clear that A.laska was a distinct populallOn, as It was stallStlcally Significantly different (p
rangang from 0006-0 0380 from each of the olher populallons, With the possible
exc:epuon ofCanada Breedmg (p = 0.0180-0 0720) and Greenland 'on·Sreedmg (p =
o027~0520) lbe 'orwegian and Greenland Breeding populations were also ""C3k1y
slgmficantly differentiated In the genanuc analysIS ( 00330-00580) bUI not an the
control regIOn analysIs.
GellOnllC Popllla/ion HlSlory
TaJlma's D and Fu's F neutrality tests 5upponed the hypothesIs that some Ivory
Gulls populations are expanding from population bonleneck. The Canadian Breeding
population was the only population thai was slgmficwlIly negative for both tCSlS (p =
0.0110-0.0200 and 0.0360-0.0560). The other popululions were generally significant for
one oflhe tests bUI nOI tile otller. For example, Ihe Greenland Breeding population was
significant for the Tajima's D lest (p-value 0.00500-0.0 150) whereas Fu's F·tesl actually
gave a posilive value indicating thai the population is in equilibrium and not expanding.
In the cases ofille Norwegian Breeding, Canadian Non·Breedmg and Alaskan Non-
Brecdmg populalions Fu's F test was significant and not TaJima's 0 FlIlally, in IIle case
of the Greenland on-Breeding birds neither test "'35 slgmficant
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Disc:ussion
Jrory G"II GenomIC Di''enity
The control regtOn had the highest level ofnucleoude and haplotype dl\'ersllY (see
Table 2 3 6) wtllch IS expected, as it IS typically regarded as the most vanable (Baker and
Marshall 1997, Randl and Lucchini 1998) Domam J1 and especially Domain III of me
control region have been shown to have unusually slow rates of sequence evolution In
Laridae (CroChel and Desmarais 2000). As a result. Domam J was used, which generally
exhibits high levels of size and sequence varialtOn In blrCts (Marshall and Baker 1997),
Includmg the Herrmg Gull corq>lex (lAms cacJltIl1Jalls-jllsclIs) (Llebers, HelbIg and De
Kmff2001) The Inclusion of the indelm the calculations IS supported by research by
Pearce (2006), who demonstrated mal indels proVIde an unportant pan of sequence
divergence. The difference in the number ofT's seen IS consistent wuh the mdeJ panem
seen preVlOusly and is likely due 10 the charactenstlcs ofpoly T repetItive sequences such
as slipped-strand mispwring. secondary slructure or Illegulmate elongation (Pearce 2006)
The nucleolide dIversity found in Ivory Gulls of 0 00207 is much lower than that of Red-
legged Kittiwake at 0.015 (Patirana, Hatch and Friesen 2002).
TIle next most diverse region was ND4-3, which had a nucleotide diversity value
of0.000700 and haplotype diversity value of 0.405 as it conlained five parsimony-
lllformative SNPs. The 04 gene had a much lower dlVersny in its first section as the
04-1 regJOn had the lowest haplotype diversity al 0 100 The regtOn did have seven SNPs
but all oflhese SNPs were seen in only one-t~ Illdlvlduals The N04L regKJn had Ihe
lowest nucleotide diversity at O.OO()JOO and only contnbuted one parsllllOnY-lllformauve
SNP. seen III t\\O Illdlvlduals.
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The 125 rRNA region had low nucleotide dlversllY bUI cOnlwned 11 hIghly
polymorphic S P that was seen in thineen individuals. The nucleollde diversity value of
0000400 was similar to that ofthe only published aVian 12 rRNA analysIs. the Andean
Condor (. "" 00006), and lhe haplotype diversity values y.-ere llimoslidentical at 0 254 for
the Ivory Gull and 0 25 for the Andean Condor (Hendnckson el 01 2003)
Jrory G"II Phytogeography
Less than 0 05 of the genetic vanance In control regIOn sequences occurred among
groupsofpopuJatlOllS ofIvory Gulls. This is very low relative 10 other seabirds such as the
Black GUillemot (CeppJIIIs gry"lIe) with 0.25 (Ktdd and Fnesen 1998) and the Sooty Tern
(Slemafllscata) ",th 0.38 (Aviseel aJ. 2000) 11us lS also low WIth respect to other gull
species Llebers, Helbig and De KnifT(2001) found thai some 082 of lOla! molecular
vanance was partitioned among the six Herring Gull taxa or groups oflllxa However, the
fraction of gcnctic variance among groups was lower In Lesscr Black-backed Gulls at 0.210
(Llcbers and Helbig 2002). Black-legged Kittiwakes had 0.626 ofthclr total gcnetlc
variancc distributed among Atlantic and Pacific groups (Patirnna 2000). However. when
the Pacific and Atlantic colonies were assessed separately, significant gcnetic structuring
was still scen in the Atlantic whereas the Pacific colonies had only 0.040 of the genetic
variance between colonies (Patirana 2000).
Funher analysis of the control region sequences with pair-wise <bsr indicated that
Ihe Ihree breeding colomes of Ivory Gulls are genellcally llldlshngUlshable from each other
(p - 0179 between orway and Greenland, 0218 between orway and Canada and 0.99
between Canada and Greenland). This suggests that these breedmg bmis may represent a
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single management unll The Canadian and Greenland Breedmg birds are also very similar
In AMOVA analYSIS. TIlls similarity IS shew", when they are the only IwO populations
combined into a group (m model 2 and model 4) which resulted In among populatIOn
vanance bemg a negative number and the Fsc bemg 100 The breedmg colonies are also
not difTerenliated from the Canadian and Greenland Non·Breedmg birds wnh (p:l:: 0 217 -
0999) The CanadlllJl and Greenland on-Breedmg birds are also not Significantly
differentiated from each other, consistent with the suggestion that the Labrlldor Sea bmis
are a single wmtenng population. Band recovery data suppa" gene flow between breedm£,
coklmes as severallong...(hstance m,)vements have been reponed. These mclude a bird
banded In Franz Josef Land recovered In Labrador (Tuck 1971). a bird banded on VIClona
Island recovered on the Kanin Peninsula (Anker· 1.lssen 2000), and IWO birds banded In
Greenland that were recovered in Franz Josef Land and south ofBJomo)'a ( alomonsen
1979) As well, populations that breed on nat land (Instead ofnunataks) often move from
site to site (de Kone and Volkov 1993). The fidelity oflvory Gulls to the breeding site is
unknown but at least some marked individuals relUm 10 the same breeding colony from one
year to the next (McDonald 1976).
In contraslto the other populations, the Atuskwl Non-Breeding birds were found
to be significantly differentiated from other Ivory Gull populations. Using AMOVA
analysis, the among group variance increased to 0 109 (ll'odeI4) from 0 0262 (model 3)
....tlen the Alaskan popu!atKm was considered a separate group The largescllmong group
variance (0 135) IS seen when the Alaskan population IS compared to the group of the
Canadian and Gs-eenland Non-Breeding birds. When the Alaskan populllttOn differentIation
was funher analyzed using pair-wise <J)ST, statIStICally Significant differentiation was
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obtained when compared to all oflhe populations (Canada Breeding p=O.0430. Greenland
Breeding p= 0.0430, Canada Non-Breeding P"" 0.0210, Greenland Non·Sreeding p=
0.0490) with the exception orlhe orwegian Breeding birds where the p-value was 0.0640.
There are several hypotheses to account for why the Alaskan population is distinct
from the other populations. The first possibility is thallhe Alaskan birds derive from
Russian breeding colonies, and that Russian birds are genetically distincl from the other
breeding colonies. The largest population of Ivory Gulls is thought to be in Russia, with a
previous estimate of I0,000 breeding birds (Haney and McDonald 1995). Banding
recoveries suggest that some orlhe Barents Sea population (which includes Russian birds),
winter in the Bering Sea (Tomkovich 1990). There are previous observations by HjOrt
(1976) that Ivory Gulls migrate southw-estwards along the East Greenland Current but these
birds could have been from 'orwegian breeding colonies. In North America, circumpolar
movements are mostly from west to east (Renaud and Mclaren 1982) bUlthere are
occasional sightings ofIvary Gulls during the fall near Tukloyaktuk. Northwest Territories
(Porsild 1943) which may be individuals moving southwest from the Canadian Arctic into
the Bering Sea (Renaud and McLaren 1982). In the absence of any Russian birds in my
sample, this hypothesis cannot be tested.
A second possibilily is that Ivory Gulls are not breeding~site philopmric, but are
instead wintering-site phitopatric, and it is therefore the wintering sites that are distinct.
The level of wintering site fidelity is unknown (McDonald and Haney 1995), but pair
formation may take place before arrival at the breeding sites, as courtship displays have
been recorded in offshore areas of the Chukchi Sea during early June (Kosygin as quoted in
Ilyichev and Flint 1988). The population size of the Alaskan wintering birds is thought to
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be much smaller than the l11aln wintering population of the Labrador Sea (Orr and Parsons
1982), and they I11lght appear in small numbers In the breedmg coLomes This theory IS
supponed by the occurrence of Haplotype 3 once In each of the Can:Khan tUld olVoiegtan
breeding populations and once in the ewfoundland wmtering populatIOn
A thard explafUuKln is te~ral. Smce most afme Alaskan specimens are older,
from the 19205 and 19305, they may represent a colony lhal has SlOce severely declined.
,,"ory GIIII Co"sen'allOn GenQmics
The overall level ofgenetic diversity In I\~ry Gulls IS low and Similar to other
endangered and arcuc birds (see Table 2.4 I) One explanalton for the low diver-illY IS that
I\'ory Gulls expenenced one or (fX)re SC\'ere hlstoncaJ populatIOn bottlenecks Both
TaJlma's 0 and Fu's F tests \\'erenegatlve, although these values were not slgmficant The
low genetic dlverslly IS also consistent WIth the Idea thai h'Oty Gulls are a panmlctlc
population, as mterbreedmg populations may slowly lose genetic vanatlon (Lacy 1987) In
contrast, strongly subdivided populations often retam their genetic varmtlon, resultmg in a
higher level of overall genetic diversity Ihan interbreeding populations ofequal size (Lacy
1987). Another possibility is that Ivory Gulls have a more recent divergence tillle from the
most recent common ancestor, and thus have not had time to develop high genetic diversity.
However, Ivory Gulls last shared a comroon ancestor With Sabme's Gulls and kltllwakes
aroWld 2 0 MYA, In contrast to other gull Species, winch separated from each other dunng
the last million years (Crochet, Bonhomme and Lebreton 2000) Ivory Gull genotypes form
a star-like phylogeny aroWld a single corrumn haplotype, with only one-three differences,
and so may not have had separate allopatnc populauons durmg the Pleistocene glaclatKHtS
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Many arelle Species are characterized by weak structure and this IS thought to be due to the
recent establishment ofcok>nies since lhe last glacial penod and/or to long-dIstance
dISpersal events (Bin-Fnesen et 01. 1992: Pattrana 2000. 10um and Amason 2001, Burg Cl
01 2003). Genetic variability is also considered to be lower In bmts thai scavenge, as a
result of the small effective population size due to a higher poSition In the food cham
(Barrowdough and Gutierrez 1990) even in Species lhal maintain a substantial home-range
(e.g. Andean Condors Hendrickson ciol 2003)
The estimated long-term effective populatlon Size for Ivory Gulls IS approximately
2500-5000 indiViduals, which IS close 10 the suggested current census population Given
that census Sizes are always much larger than effective populatIOn Sizes this IS an
alarmmgly low census Size and emphasizes the Species' Endangered status. There are no
data available to determine the percentage ofbreedmg IndIVlduaJs relallve to the overall
census estimate of population size. Given Ihat Ivory Gulls have k)w breedmg success due
to heavy predation (McDonald 1976) and harsh c1imale (Volkov and de Kone 1996) the
average success of any individual is likely qUite low The estimated populatIon SIze for
Ivory Gulls is similar to thai estimated for olher arclic bird species such as Red-Jegged
Kittiwakes (Patirana, Hatch and Friesen 2002), Pink·footcd Geese (Ruokoncn, Aarvak and
Madsen 2005) and Common Murres (Mourn and Amason 2001) but lower than Razorbills
(Mourn and Arnason 2001). Unlike many bird species thai breed III Ihe ArctIC, Ivory
Gulls are very well-adapted to freezing weather and prefer abundanl sea Ice and so may
have more easily Rlalnlamed their population dunng Ice ages. PredictIOns that the extent
and thickness ofsea ice is in rapid decline (Johannessen el aJ. 1999) and may disappear
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entirely do not bode well for the Ivory Gull, which are seldom seen in open water (Mehlum
1990).
Analysis of the temporal genetic diversity showed no conclusive evidence that
Ivory Gull genetic diversity has declined in the posl-1950 samples relative to the pre·1950
samples. Due to the small number of samples within the past 10 years (only fOUf and all
from Newfoundland), I was unable to accurately test irthe recent decline in Canada has
effected genetic diversity values and what the current level ofgenetic diversity is. Since
there is no conclusive information about why the Ivory Gulls are declining and whether this
is a global phenomenon, il will be difficult to preserve the population and its already low
genetic diversity.
There are still questions that need to be answered about the population structure of
Ivory Gulls. In the absence of Russian samples, I was unable to lest the hypothesis that the
Alaskan samples comprise mainly Russian individuals. As well, nOl all individuals had
each gene region sequenced. The main area where this was an issue was in the ND4-3
region where only one Alaskan sample was sequenced. This prevented this region from
being added to the overall phylogenetic tree. TIle Alaskan samples were also
underrepresented in the ND4-1 region but since there were not any significant parsimony
informative sites it was possible to presume the common haplotype. Overall, this study
provided a lot ofessential information about the population structure and genetic diversity
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Table 2.2.1 Ivory Gull primer sequence pairs wilh annealing infonnation
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Pnmer Anneahng
Name Sequence Te~rature andTin,.
GuIlCRI·F CCT ACA CCC CTA GCC CAT CTT GCT CTT ITG
500C for 0 4S
GuIlCR1·R CCA GlT GlT TGG CAA AGT GCA TCA GTG AGG
GuIlCRl/IF TCAGCAACCCGGTGTAGGAAAGATCCTACG
S2°e forO 35
GuIlCRl/IR ATC ACGGlT AATCTTTCAGlT AAAACT TCC
Gull12S2F AAA GCA TGG CAC TGA AGA TGC CAA GAT GGC
524 for 0·35
Gull12SIR GCA TCG AGA TIT AGG GCT AGG CAT AGT GG
Gull D4-1F CAC CTC CAC AAC CTA AAC CTACTA CAA TGC
50"C for I 00
Gull D-l-IR GGG TGA TGA GAA ITA GGG TGG GGA ITA AGG
Gull D4LF AIT TCG GCT CAA CAA ACC ATA GTC TAA CCC
SO"C for 1 00
GullND4LR GCG AIT AAC AGG CTG TAT ATG GTG GTG TIT
Table 2.3.1 Polymorphic siles in the Control Region of the Ivory Gull
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Base Pair
Haplotype 127 178 232 244 249
HI T A G C T
H2 T A A C T
H3 : A G C T
H4 T A A T T
H5 T A G C C
H6 T C G C T
1-17 T A G T T
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Table 2.3.2 Haplotype distribution oflvory Gull Control Region samples






















Figure 2.3.1 Locational distribution of control region haplotype clades
The distribution of haplotype groups (H I in red, 1-12 in yellow and H3 in
blue) over each breeding or non-breeding group.
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H4
Figure 2.3.2 Minimum Spanning etwork of Ivory Gull Comrol Region
sequence data
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Table 2.3.3 Genelic diversity using Ivory Gull Comrol Region sequence by
sampling location
I....ocatlon Individuals Haplotypes t·ld
Canada Breeding 26 0345 000168 0443
Greenland Breeding 15 0133 0000510 0133
orway Breedmg 17 0551 000256 0676
Canada 1 n.Breedmg 27 0470 000207 0547
Greenland on- II 0472 000234 0618Breedmg
IAisska Non-Breeding 29 0589 000256 0675
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Table 2.3.4 Analysis of molecular \'ariance (AMOVA) of Ivory Gull COlltrol
Region sequence data
A 10VAModei Groups Vanance Varlllllce SlgruficanceComponent fracllOn
NO- One group. 8116 (l)CanB.GmB. APOOl18 AP 00427'orB.C3f1J~. Fsr 00284populauons GmNB.AlaNB \VP 0265 WP 0957
Nl· TOM) breedmg (I) CanB.GmB AG 00194 AG 00851 Fer: 0329
(2)NorB AP .0 00795 AP .0 0350 Fsc: J 00groups WP 0216 \VP 0950 F5T: 0205
113- T\\-O breedmg (I) CanB. GmB AG 000n2 AG 00262 F("f- 0310groups ~1th Alaska (2) NorB, Al!ll\l'B AP 00112 AP 00405 Fsc 0.0870
represenlmg RUSSia \VP 0257 \VP 0933 F",00186
IU- Three breedmg (I) CanB. GmB AG 00305 AG 0 liD Fer-0 172
groups ",th Alaska (2) NorB AP .0 0101 AP .00364 Fsc: 1 00
representmg Russia (3)AlaNB \VP 0257 WP 0927 FST 00176
"5- Two non· (I) CanNB. AG 00461 AG 0136 Fer 0.337
breedmg groups GmNB AP -00141 AP -00414 Fsc: 0 889(2)AlaNB WP 0.307 WP 0906 FST: 00264
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Table 2.3.5 Pair-wise <l>ST values for Ivory Gull Control Region sequence
data with corresponding P below
Canada Greenland Norway Canada Greenland Alaska
on- Non- Non-Breeding Breeding Breeding Breedm Breedm Breedm
Canada
-0.0331 0.0234 00126 00111 00661Breedmg
G<eenland 0999 ns 00706 00451 00676 00978Breedmg
0218 ns O.I79ns -00464 -00537 00n2
02nns 0.217 ns 0999 ns -00463 00883
on- 0278 ns 0.233 ns 0.927 ns 0894 os o099-l
Breedmg
Alaska
Non- 0.0430 " 0.0430 ... 0.0640 ns 00210· 00490"
Breedmg
... - P<O.05 os = p > 0.05
Table 2.3.6 eUlTality tests oflvory Gull ontrol Region sequence dm3
Sample Location Tajima"sD Fu's F
Canada Breedmg -1.54 00560 05 -160 OQ.l50·
Greenland Breedmg -1.16 o 133 05 .() 649 0092005
'orway Breedmg -0.673 0273 os -106 0.105 os
Canada on-Breedmg -0.721 0254 os -109 0185 os
Greenland Non-Breeding ·0.290 041205 .() 314 0299 os
Alaska on·Breedmg .().2n 0410ns .() 556 0293 ns
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Table 2.3.7 Genetic diversiry values for different mitochondriaJ markers in
Ivory Gulls
Mlltker Base Pairs Samples ucleollde HaplotypeDiversity OI\'er~:Ity
CR 264 126 000201 0451
12 rRJ.'lA 620 105 0000440 0254
ND4-1 421 91 0000510 0101
ND4-3 640 13 0000100 0405
'D4L 439 112 0000280 0121
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Table 2.3.8 Polymorphic sites in the Ivory Gull combined sequence
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RCil.ion and Base Pair
CR 12S ND4-1 I ND4L
127 178 232 244 249 295 441 465 482 101 226 236 243 258 329 351 65 161 1331 13741425
HI T A G C T T A C A C A G C C C A C C G G T
H2 T A A C T C A C A C A G C C C A C C G G T
H3 : A G C T T A C A C A G C C C A C G G T
H4 T A A C T T A C A C A G C C A C C G G T
H5 T A G T T T A C A C A G C C C A C C G G T
H6 T A G C T T A C A C A G C C C A C C A G T
H7 T A G C C T A C A C A G C A C C G G T
H8 T A G C T T A C A T A G C C G C C G G T
H9 T A G C T T A C A C A G C C C A C C G G C
HIO T A A C T C A C A C A G C C C A T C G G T
HII T A G C T T A C A C A G G C T A C C G G T
HI2 T A G C T C A C A C A G C C C A C C G G T
HI3 T A A C T C A C A C A G C C C A C C G G C
HI4 T C A C T T A C : C A G C C A C C G G T
HI5 T A G C T T A C A C G A C T C A C G G T
HI6 T A A C T T A C A C A G C C C A C T G G T
HI7 T A G C T T G C A A G C C C A C C G G T
HI8 T A G T T T A T A C A G C C A C C G G T
HI9 T A G C T T A T A C A G C A C C G G T
H2O T A G C T T A C A C A G C C C A C C G A T
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Table 2.3.9I-1aplotype distribution of Ivory Gull combined sequence data
Canada Greenland Norway Canada Greenland Alaska Total
Breeding Breeding Breeding 'an- on· Non-
Breedmc. Breedm2 Breedml!
HI 21 13 17 6 IS 8\
H2 3 5 0-2 9-11
H3 1 1 9 12






















Table 2.3.10 Locational genetic diversity values for Ivory Gull combined
sequence data
Location N H Hd
Canada Breeding 26 0.465 0.000510 0.886
Greenland Breeding 15 0.257 0.000380 0.667
Norway Breeding 17 0.728 0.000900 1.54
Canada Non-Breeding 27 0.547 0.000600 1.05
Greenland Non-Breeding II 0.618 0.000870 1.53
Alaska Non-Breeding 29 0.670 0.000540 0.946
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Table 2.3.11 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of Iv0l)' Gull combined
sequence data
AMOVAModel Groups Variance COfTl'Onem Variance FractIOn Significance
ItI-OnCgroUp.lllJ CanB,GmB. AP: 0.0\71·0 022l AP 0.0309·M413
orB, CanNB, Fn: 00108-0.03626 populations GmNB.AlaNB \vp. 0.l\9-O l39 WP 0.9l9·0 969
112- T\\o breeding (I)ConB, AG 0 0283·0 0361 AG 0 Ol31-O O6ll Fn< 0329-0-335
groups GmB AP: -0 00624- ·0 00568 AP -oOIJ3·.()OI07 F!C: 0.369-0.377
(\Ycst\'s. East) (2) NocB WP'0511-0522 WP 0946·0958 fn:00831.0105
1#3- Two brcalmg (l)ean6, AG ·0.00780· Fer: O.H5-O.665groups with GmB AG: -0.00-107-0 00273 OoollO Fsc: 000980-00567Alasla (2) orB, AP: 0 0200-0 0323 AP 0 037l-O 0619 Fsr:0.00390-representing AlaNB WP: 0 486-0 l\6 \vp 0 946-0 917 001.17RUSSia
".,.. Throe (I)CanB.brecdmg groups AG. 0 0319·0 0399 AG 0059(,.0 0755 Fer: 0 162-0 In
\lILh AJasL.ll GmB AP: -0 OOl9l· -0 00440 AP -00109·-0 >0 Fsc: 0358-0.388
representang (2)NorB \VP.0486-0lI6 WP 0 934-0 95 J FST:O()()49O-<10J76
RUSSia
(3) AI. B
(I)CanNB, AG: 00418-O.0lll AG. 0 070l-O 089l FeT : 0.333-0.353
"S- Two non- AP: ·0.ool6O· •
breeding groups GmNB AP: -0 oo33l· ·0 00 148 000260 F.sc: 0.385-0 4fM(2)AI.NB WP: 0.525-0 554 WP: 0.913-093l Fsr:0.0127-00352
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Table 2.3.12 Population Pair-wise <1>ST values for Ivory Gull combined
sequence data with corresponding P below
Canada Greenland Norway Canada Greenland AlaskaNon- Non- Non-Breeding Breeding Breeding Breeding Breeding Breedin I
Canada 0.0193 or 0.0389 or
Breeding -0.000120 0.0264 0.00709 -0.00570 0.0459 or0.0559
Greenland 0.355- 0.0562 or 0.0646 or
Breeding 0.379 0.0707 0.0633 -0.00719 0.0662 or0.0709
Norway 0.143- 0.0330- -0.0175 or -0.0185 or 0.0598 orO.0817orBreeding 0.196 0.0580 -0.0198 -0.114 0.0969
Canada 0.255- 0.0610- 0.618- 0,0692 orNon- 0.280 0.0770 0.661 -0.00989 0.0824 orBreeding 0.0984
Greenland 0.381- 0.599- 0.508- 0,0667 orNon- 0.403 0.613 0.617 0.392-0.425 0.0738 orBreeding 0.0837
Alaska 0.0180- 0.0250- 0.00900- 0.00600- 0.0270-Non- o.ono 0.0380 0.0400 0.0310 0.0520Breeding
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Table 2.3.13 Neutrality tests using Ivory Gull combined sequence data
SaOl'le Locauon Tajima'sD Fu's F
Canada Breedmg -1.82 0011ll- -222 00360-0056000200 •
Greenland Breedmg -1.91 00050ll- 0106 o 394-0 440 ns00150 •
orway Breedmg -0.756 or 0193-0266 -347or o oo20ll-0 0130
-0.878 ns -365
anacb Non-Breedmg -0.946 0173-0233 -274 00180-0.0330·
ns
Greenland 'on-Breeding -1.46 0064ll- -103 0167-0186 ns00820 ns
-0.857 or 0134-0218 -210orAlaska Non-BreedlOg -0.976 or
ns
-277or o 015ll-0 0600
-1.10 ·201
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Table 2.4.1 Genetic diversity values for relevant avian species
Species Comment Hapknype Nucleotide ReferenceDIVerslly Diversity
Ross's Gull 000430 0769 Chapter 3 of this(RhodoslethJa rosca) thesos
Ivory Gull 000207 0451 Chapter 2 of thIS(Pagoplllla eb"mea) thesos
Whooping Crane Endangered 00045 00044 Glenn el 01 1999(Gmr Qmencana) spec'"
Heath Hen (T)'mpm1llchlls Extinct species 0363 0009 Johnson and
c"pulo cupuJo) Dunn 2006
Crested Ib.. Endangered 0386 000069 Zhang el 01_ 2QO..1(Nlppon;a mppo,,) species
Pmk·fooled Goose Arctic species 051 0003 Ruokonen el 01(Anser brochyrlrJ7fChlls) 2005
Andean Condor Scavengmg 059 00020 Hendnckson el(V"lIur gryphlls) Species a12003
Three-loed Woodpecker Arctic species 063 0001 Zmk elol 2002(PlcOIdes mdacl)'IIIs)
Rock P1amllgan Aretic species 070 0002 Holder el oj 2000(LAgoplIs nmllls)
Comm:m Murre Arctic species 072 0005 Moumand(Uriaaolge) Amason 2001
SIberian Crane Endangered 09 00060 Ponomarev el 01.(Gnu lellcogeraJIIlS) Arctic Species 2004
Red-legged Kjttiwake Close relative 091 0015 ))llllf1U1aelal.(Risso brc\'ll'Osms) 2002
Razorbill Arctic species 0.92 0.0126 Mourn and(A/co IOrdo) Amason 2001
ammon Eider Arct ic species 0.92 0.0175 Tiedemann el a/.(Soll/llIeria mol/h.sima 2004
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Chapter 3: Genetic Diversity and Oifferenti:uion of Ross's Gull
(Rlwdostetllill rosell)
Introduction
Ross's Gull (Rhodostclhia rosea) IS the rarest breeding gullm on.h America as
the kno""l1 breeding population has vaned from 1-5 pan'S however. the Canadian
populatIOn IS thought to have aJv.'3YS been small, despite large areas ofpotenllal habitat
(AI\'o el oj 1996) Only four breeding locatIOns have been confirmed Cheyne Islands,
'unavut (MacDonald 1978); Churchill, Manitoba (Chamer and Cooke 1980), Pnnce
Charles Island, NunaVlJt (Bedlel el 01. 2000); and an unnamed Island In unaVUI
(Mallory el 01 2006). The breeding success of Ross's Gulls In Canada has been fairly
low due to bad 'wemher and predation by Arctic foxes (AlofJex /llgOp"S), Glaucous Gulls
(Lams hypcroorells) and weasels (Mllstela/ref/ora) (Densley 1999). Disturbance has
become an increasing problem, especially in Churchill, and has resulted in several cases
of unsuccessful nesting attempts (Alvo el al. 1996). The Canadian population of Ross's
Gull is classified as Threatened by COSEWIC (Collunitlecon the SttlluS of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada) due to its small population and low producllvity (Alvo CI al. 1996).
Ross's Gull is a circumpolar species breeding in the Subarctic. Low Arctic and
High Arctic areas although roughly 95% of Its breedmg population is found to
nonheastem Siberia, betv..oeen the Chukotka and Taymyr !JenlOsulas (ZUbaklO el al 1990)
In 1978, the RUSSllln population was estllt'l3ted 3.1 approx.lmately 10.000 sexually mature
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birds (Alva el al. (996). The world population calculated by Bannikow and Flint (1978)
of 10,000 is now thought to have been underestimated as recent censuses of Siberian
breeding grounds suggest that the world population may be as many as 50,000 individuals
(Alva ef al. 1996). However, according to a recent survey ofnorthem Yakutia, Russia,
Ross's Gull is more widespread than has been previously assumed (CAFF 2004). The
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF) group (2004) has suggested thai the
current population estimate of 100,000 birds might be low, which would make the global
population much larger than any previous estimate.
In mid-September, after the Summer breeding season, Ross's Gulls move ITom the
Russian Chukchi Sea to the Point Barrow, Alaska region and then into the Beaufort Sea in
late September or early October (Divoky el al. 1988). Population estimates for Alaska
(20,000 to 40,000 birds) in 1988 by Divoky el al. suggest that in any given year, a large
proportion of the world population of Ross's Gull likely resides in the nearshore zone of
the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. There is a return movement in mid- to late-October once
the Alaskan Beaufort and Chukchi Seas freeze (Divoky ef al. 1988) to the Sea of
Okhotsk (Degtyarev, Labutin and Blohin 1987). One of the major conservation concerns
with Ross's Gull is the potential for the concentrated autumn population in the Chukchi
and western Beaufort Seas to be devastated by a pollution event, such as an oil spill from
nearby oil drilling (Alvo el al. 1996). The highly productive polar ice that borders the
Barenls and Greenland Seas serves as an important feeding and moulting area for non·
breeding Ross's Gulls during the summer (Mehofte el al. 1981). In fact, Ross's Gulls
appear to be the lnost common bird in the Central Arctic Ocean, north of8SoN (Hjort el
al. 1997)
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Ross's Gull is one of the least studied of the northern hemisphere seabirds and
important elements of its biology not yet understood. The most comprehensive research
on Ross's Gulls breeding biology remains Buturlin (1906). Phylogenelically, Ross's Gull
Control Region and Cytochrome b sequence formed a monophyletic group with the Little
Gull (lAms mi11l1fl1S; Pons, Hassanin and Crochet 200S). As a result of this genetic
relationship and numerous phenotypic and behavioral similarities, Pons, Hassanin and
Crochet (200S) suggested putting both species into a new genus HydrocoloclIs bUlthis
taxonomic change has not yet been accepted.
The extremely low Canadian population and remoleness afRoss's Gulls other
breeding and wintering areas precluded using fresh tissue and so museum specimens were
sequenced instead. Museum specimens have provided valuable information for avian
conservation genetic studies (e.g. Greater Prairie Chicken 7)lmpal1/1c1l1fs cupido. BouZt1t
Cf aJ. 1998; Bearded Vulture GypaCf/iS harhaf/ls. Godoy ef al. 2004; Red Grouse Lagoplls
lagoplis scoficus. Freeland ef aJ. 2006 and Ivory Gull Pagophila chI/mea. Chapter 2).
Use of museum specimens made using mitochondrial sequences more practical as they
are present in much higher copy number (Ballard and Whitlock 2004) resulting in a
higher probability of intact sequences (Cooper (994). As well, the effective population
size of mitochondrial DNA is lower than nuclear DNA, due to its maternal inheritance,
which allows ascertainment of population boulenecks more easily (Wilson ef al. 1985).
Arctic species tend to have lower levels of genetic diversity (Hewitt 1996; Martin
and McKay 2004) but there is considerable variation among species in the amount of
genetic structure due to life·history traits such as breeding distribution, philopatry and the
extent offragmentation into refugia during ice ages (Avise and Walker 1998). For
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example, this is seen in the gull family Laridae as northern latitude Lesser Black·backed
Gulls (Lams/llselfs) had much lower levels ofgenetic diversity and genetic structure than
southern latitude Yellow-legged Gulls (Lams cachillllans) (Liebers, Helbig and De KnifT
2001; Liebers and Helbig 2002). Steller's Eider (PolysI;CIG ~·telJe,i) breed mainly in
Russia but a small population of conservation concern breeds in Alaska, similar to Ross's
Gulls and genetic analysis of the Alaskan population with others across the species range
showed a significant level ofmtDNA differentiation (Pearce el al. 2005). Genetic
diversity patterns can also provide insight into the population history of a species. For
example, Razorbills (Alca forda) have a similar breeding distribution to Ross's Gull as
only 3% of their breeding population is in North America (Nettleship and Evans 1985).
When the Razorbill control region was sequenced by Mourn and Amason (200 I), they
found that nucleotide diversity was actually highest in the tw'O North American colonies,
suggesting that Ihe current Razorbill population originated from a South-West Atlantic
refugial population and through sequential founder events colonized the North and East
Atlantic.
The distribution of Ross's Gull breeding outside of Siberia is not known but in
addition to the Canadian data, there have also been at least 30 reports of Ross's Gull in
Greenland, including several breeding birds (Kampp and Kristensen 1980). Taken with
the information available about the Canadian breeding population, Ihis raises several
questions. Are these breeding attempts isolated intermittent incidents or do they indicate
the presence ofa continual breeding population? Secondly, if there is a continuous
breeding population in Canada and Greenland, do they represent a separate population or
are they recruitcd from the main Siberian population? Thc documented birds are few, but
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the areas Ihat Ross's Gull are likely to breed have exceedmgly low human conlact and so
II IS very possible that there are sites thai remam undIScovered (Mallory et al 2006)
Ross's Gull IS known 10 many Inuit in southern Baffin Island. which suggests thai they
may be rR)re comfOOn that currenl data lIldlcates (Mallory el 01 200I) There IS also
ev'Idence that Ross's Gulls may move colomes each year or that coiony occupaltOn IS
sporadte. especially Illihe higher arctic areas (Mallory et 01 2006) Howe\'er. Ross's
Gull appears 10 have nesced annually or almost annually from 198010 1994 In Churchill,
1anltobaand unavul(AJvoelal.I996)
Theong," of Ross's Gulls breeding In Canada has long been a myscery. as illS
not kr.mll whether they represent a dtsuncllve group or are merely sporadiC opponWllstlc
breedmg atlen-.>Is TIle extremely low breedmg populauon In Canada, coupled "1th the
conservation threats faced by the birds, makes II exuemely Important to assess the
potential genetic distinctiveness of these birds. Thus, the main aim of thiS study was to
dClermine whether or not the Canadian Ross's Gull samples were genellcally
differentiated from the main breeding population In Sibena and thus should be COllSldercd
a separate managemCnl unit. The genetic diversity of the small Canadian population was
!llso compared to the main population to provide insight on the historical population size.
Genetic diversity values also helped to supply infonn.:uion arout the population history of
Ross's Gull including potential population bottlenecks and the long-term effective
population size.
Materials and 1ethods
Samples and DNA extroction
Founeen Individuals were sequenced for the control region, eight from Canadian
blr(fs and SIX fTOm Alaskan birds. Appendix I gIVes a deuuled list ofsamples. the
museums from which they were obtained. and the 'ocallons and dates ofcollection.
Usmg stenle technique, a -I mm2 piece of the sample was rerroved and DNA \\0'35
extracted using QLAaJlll OJ A Mini KIt TISSUe Protocol (Quigen Inc and explamed In
depth In Chapter 2) 11us protocol mcluded oomplcte lysIs ofprotein using protetnase K
and ButTer ATLovcmighl.lhe addttion ofButTer AL and l()()O:. ethanol to precipitate the
o A and then several wasbesofBuffer AWl and AW2 before dilution With dHz<)
peR Amplificollon
Gull-specific oligonucleotide pnmers (GuIlCR#1 F TCAGCAACCCGGTGTAGG
AAAGATCCTACG and GuIlCR#1 R ATCACGGTTAATCTTTCAGTTAAAACTTCC)
were designed for the Control Region (CR). uSing the Kelp Gull (JAnIS dormmcQtllls)
mtONA genome sequence obtained by Slack el al. (2007) (GenBank accession
NC_007006).
DNA was amplified using 15~ cocktail composed of IO~IL of dl'hO, 2.5~IL of
IOxPCR buffer. O.5~IL ofdNTPs [20mM], a.51lL of each primer 110mM] and O.2f.lL (I U)
of Hot Start Taq polymerase. The sample tubes also contained IO~IL of DNA with one
control tube only containing cocktail to ensure no DNA COnlam1l1atlon USlllg the
Eppendorf Mastercycler, each primer-specific program started With 15 nunutes III 95°C to
activate the Taq polymerase activity. The PCR amphficauon cycle consisted of45
seconds at 93°C, the annealmg stage wtnch COnsisted ofJ5 seconds at 52"C and then one
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mlOUIe at 72 °e, repeated 45 limes to ensure adequale D A lln~ltficnuon. After the last
cycle, a final amplification at 72 °e for five rrunules was performed, and then lhe samples
were held at Soc. The presenceofafT1)hfied DNA was confirmed by runnmg all the
samples on a r/. agarose gel Once the bands were confirmed (",Ih no oontrol band
present) the PeR products were purified using Qlagen PCR cleanup protocol oullmed m
Chapter 2.
&qllenclIJg TeacrlOns
equencing reactIOns were done In both the forward and reverse dlrecllOns 10
ensure accuracy, using Sj.ll of DNA for each. The DNA was vacufuged and a SS)J1.
cocktail contaJnmg 3.48j.ll ofdistilled water, 2).11. of Big Dye and 0 32j.ll of either lhe
forward or reverse pruner per sample was added Usmg the Eppendorf Mastercycler,
reacllons were carried out with an initial t\VO minute separallon slage at 96 °e before
beginning the cycle of0:30 at 96°e, 0: IS at 50°C and 400 at 6O(lC. ThiS cycle was
repealed 45 times and then the samples were held at 5 (lc.
TIle sequenced DNA was purified by preciplllltion with 75% isopropanol;
centrifugation and removal orthe supematrutt (see Chapter 2 for details). Once purified,
the samples were dried using the vacufuge and S~IL of foramide EDTA was added. The
reactions were then denatured in the Eppendorf Mastercycler by healing the samples up to
9S(le for two minutes and then reducing the temperature rapidly 10 Soc.
A"rommed DNA Sequencmg
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USing a 96 lane Alli 377 Sequencer, the s301l1es 'were sequenced on an
acrylamlde gel wllh a 48 or 64 comb contamlng I~LorO 8~ of the punfied DNA
sample The acrylarmde gel preparauon and the protoool for operatmg the Sequencer are
outlined In Chapter 2 The resuhing gel file was exported IOto Sequencher
AnalysIs
equences were ahgned and Smgle 'ucleoude Polymorphlsms ( NPs) were
Identified using Sequencher The number ofhaplol)'pes. overall haplotype diversity (Hd).
overall nucleotide diversity ()(). overall T3Jln13'S 0 (TaJlm:l 1989) and Fu's F-statlstlcs
(Fu 1997) and the average number ofdifferences (k) were obtamed using DNASP versIOn
40 (Rozas and Rozas 1999). Using ARLEQ IN vet'SK>" J 0 (Excoffier, Laval and
chne_der 2005), nucleolide diversity, haplotype dlversny. T3Jlma's 0 (TaJlma 1989) and
Fu's F-stalisllcs (Fu 1997) were calculated for each separate populallon
To lest for population genetic structure, ARLEQUIN was used 10 perfonn analysis
of molecular variance (AMOVA). AMOYA analysis allows dcterrTunatlon of the genetic
variance panitioned between different hierarchical levels based on the geographic
representation of haplotypes and the pairwise distances between them. The value for FST
(Wright 1951) represents the level of population structure between populmions, such as
Canada and Alaska (Excoffier, Smouse and Quanro 1992). Population genetic structure
was funher tested with ARLEQUIN using population pair-wise F~Tto detemline the level
ofgenetic differentiation between the Canadian and Alaskan populauon.
The long-term effective population size was estlmaled With the formula
lo'(7I1s)/g. where 11 = the nucleotide diversity,s'" rate ofsequence divergence and g = the
10J
average generation time (Wilson el al 1985) The value used for the rale ofsequence
divergence was that obtained from the Lesser Black-backed Gull (Lonlsjllsc/ls) control
region datil or8 S% per million years (Llebers and Helbig 2002)
ResullS
COfllrol Regloll sequence \'arialio/1
I sequenced S15bp of the control regIOn for 14 indIViduals, eight from Canada and
SIX from Alaska. These sequences contained 12 polymorphiC poslIlons (2 23~o of the
control regIOn sequenced), one of<which was parslmony-mformatlve (0 2()()D~) The
par5lOlCmy-tnfomlal,'\-e site was a C - T lnUlSlIlOn at base 294 seen In SIX IOdl\'lduals.
five of which were from Canadian birds (see Table 3.3 I) 11le other polymorphlsms
were SIX C T tranSlIlOns. four A - G transillons and one C - A transversion, gmng
an 11-) ralio of transitions to transverslons
These polymorphic sites defined six unIque haplotypes, of whIch four were unique
to single Alaskan individuals. The singleton haplolypcs arc differcntiatcd from
Haplotype 2 (1-12) by Iwo to four SNPs. The rcmaining IWO haplotypes (H IIUld 1-12) \-vere
seen in six and four individuals respectively. The Canadian samples comprised only HI
and H2 individuals whereas each of the six Alaskan mdlvlduals had a different haplorype
(see Figure J J I for minimum spanning network)
The overall hnploryplc diversity (Hd) was 0 769 and the nucleollde diversity (Jl:)
was 0 0043 The Alaskan haplotype diversity was lYo1Ce as high and nucleotide dwersny
was 8 llmes higher than the Canadian bl((is (see Table 3.3 2 for values)
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Geographic Slnlclllre o/Coll/TOI Region Sequence
There was slgmficant population struaure. albeit weak, bet"~ the Can3cllan and
Alaskan samples When the tv.Q groups "'ere compared using AMOVA, 0 1260f
vanance was between the tm) groups which was slgmfic3n1 al p S 0 0400 When funher
analyzed with paIrwise <bsr =0.126 (p S 0.0340), supporting the AMOVA result of
differentiallon bely.'een the 1v.'O populations
PoplllolIOII His/D1J1
TheoveraJl T8Jima's 0 was ·164 and the overall Fu's F was -2 29, nCllher of
wluGh were slgmficant (0.05 S P 2: 0.10). When analyzed by populalK>n. the Canadian
population had poslll\'e values for both TlIJlffi3'S 0 and for Fu's F (see Table 3 3 4 for
values), suggesting the population is In eqUilibrium, but these values were not slgmficant.
The Alaskan populallon had negative values for lX)lh tests mcludlng a slgmficant value
for Fu's F of -2.52 (p-value '50.0370), indIcating Ihis population IS cxpandlllg from an
earlier bottleneck (Aris-Brosou and Excoffier 1996).
TIle long-tcrm effective population size was 5.1 x 10) female birds, based 011 the
observed nucleotide diversity of4.3 x 10'3, gencration timc of 10 years and 3 sequence
dIvergence rate of8.5% per million years (from Lnnlsfi,sc'ls Llebers and HelbIg 2(02).
Most seabirds are monogaroous so it can be assumed that Ross's Gulls have an
approximately I-I sex ratio and thus an effective populallon Size ofapproXImalely 10,000
buds slOg 20 years as the average generation lime halves the estimated SlZe
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AnalYZing the populations separately for their effecllve populallOn Sizes uSing Ihe
snme sequence divergence raleof8.5% per mlllK>n years (from LanJSjllsclis (Llebe~ and
Helbig 2(02» and a generatK>n time of 10 years results In 1180 (Canada) and 9650
(AlaskaIRussla) female birds producing an effecuve total popul.:Uton ofapproxJln3tely
4000 Canadian and 20,000 A1askanlRusslan bmts Iflhe genenltlOn time IS assumed to
be: 20 years the effectIVe population Sizes are halved to 2000 CaMchan and 10,000
AlaskanlRusslatl-
OisaJssion
Con/rol Region Genellc Dn-ersity
The overall level ofgeneticdiversuy m Ross's Gull was 1t E()~3 and Hd
769 These values are likely underesumated due 10 the bias to'ol.wds Canadian samples
In the analysIs (8 Canadian to 6 Alaskan). In conlrast, LO the wild, the bias IS towards
AlaskanlRusslan birds making the true value hkely closer to the values seen LO that
population. Gulls have been shown 10 have a slow rate of evolution LO the control regIOn
(Crochet and Desmarais 2000) but the control region is oncn thc moSI variable area of the
mitochondrial genome (Baker and Marshall 1997). Red-legged Killiwakes (Uiss{j
hrel'iroslris) had n higher value (]FO.O 15 and Hd==0.91-1):uirann, I-latch and Friesen 2002)
but Ivory Gulls (Pagophila eblln/ea) had a lower value (1t""0.OO207 and Hd==O 451-
Chapter 2). Razorbills, an arctic species which also has a dlsJuncl dIstribution With a
much smaller population in North America, had higher genellc dlverslly (n=OOIJ,
1-ld==O 92-Moum and Amason 2(01). In contrast, the I)mk-fooled Goose (Anser
bracl,yrhynclms), that breeds in "''eStern (Iceland and Greenland) and eastern (Svalbard)
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populatIOns. had lower values for genetic diversIty ( 0003, I-IdzO,51-Ruokonen, Aarvak
and Madsen 2005)
The Alaskan specimens had both a nwch higher haplotype (100 to 0535) and
nucleoude dlVersl1Y (0.00820 to 0.001(0) ro~ared to the Canadian sample This IS
expected. as the Russian breedmg populauon from which the Alaskan birds likely come
from may be a thousand-fold larger thaI the Canadian populataon and smaller populations
cany less genetIC vanauon than equivalenllarger ones (Amos and Harwood 1998), It IS
also poSSible that some of the Canadian s~les are dose relatives and thiS IS why there
are only two haplotypes present. Howe'\'er, the Canadian samples are cort1>nsed afboth
Nunavut and Churchill birds, which makes It Jess likely that there was a direct familial
relauonshtp between the specimens sampled. Then agatn, the small population Size of
Ross's Gull 10 Canada mcreases the chance of I1\3tmg bet....'eCf1 relnted mdlvldu.als and
enables the loss of rare alleles through heightened genetic dnft Inbreed109 reduces
populatIOn fitness llnd increases extinction risk, espeCially when the population IS under
environmental stress (Reed, Briscoe and Frankham 2002) makmg the anndl:ln
populallon even more vulnerable 10 extirpation, The increased diversity seen in the
Alaskan samples could also be a result of temporal dcgradlltion. The Alaskan specimens
rcpresent older material than the Canadian birds samplcd (mclln dute of collection: J934
versus J978) wld this may have caused increased diversity as an artifact of decomposition
10 the Alaskan samples (Sefc, Payne and Sorenson 200?) but since all samples arc from
museum specimens it seems unlikely that only the Alaskan samples would affecled,
The dlstnbution ofgenetic diversity seen 10 Ross's Gulls IS Similar to that of the
Lesser Whlte-fronted Goose (Allser ery'llJropllS), .....tuch have a very small (30-50 palts)
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breeding population in Fennoscandia but a much larger (-25,000) breeding population in
Russia (Ruokonen el al. 2004). The Fennoscandia population had approximately half the
haplotype and nucleotide diversity of the Russian population. The wintering population
of the Lesser White~fronledGoose was also compared and Ruokoncn Ct 01. (2004) found
that it had the highest level of genetic diversity, in agreement with the high level seen in
the Alaskan wintering population afRoss's Gulls.
Geographic SlntCIUre
111cre is significant (p::; 0.040) genetic differentiation between the Alaskan and
Canadian specimens of Ross's Gulls. Since the Alaskan sample is likely representative of
birds thai breed in Russia, it is probable Ihal the Russian population has a significantly
different haplotype frequency structure than the Canadian population. Every individual in
the Alaskan population had a different haplotype whereas the Canadian sample only had
two haplotypes, both of which were also seen in Alaska The level ofdifferentiation seen
in Ross's Gull is consistent \vith that seen in the Mew Gull (Latm' CGI/IIS) when birds
from each side of the Bering Sea were compared. The genetic differentiation of Mew
Gull had a p-value::; 0.02, although there is also morphological differential ion that has
resulted in previous sub-species classification (kamrschalscheflsis in Russia and
brachyrhynclllls in North America) (Zink et af. 1995).
There are several possible explanations for the weak geographic structure. First,
my sample size was small so it is possibly not representalive of nature. It is conceivable
that the Canadian population has existed for a long enough time at low numbers to be
reduced in genetic diversity. but not long enough to have evolved unique haplotypes.
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Another posslbl1lty IS thai the Canadian popuJallon IS a recefll founder populalton and
derived from a SJ1l3I1 number ofbirds that ongtn31ed from Russia. This scenarIO IS
supported by the presence orOOm HJ and H2 In the Alaskan samples There IS hale
Informallon about the history of Ross's Gull In Canada but the holotype for the Species
was shot In June 1823 on the east coast of the MelVille Pemnsula In Nunavut (Blomqvisl
and Elander 198 J). The first repon of Canadian breeding was nol reponed until 1978
(MacDonald 1978). There are reports ofbreeding birds In Greenland In the 18005
(Kampp and Kristensen 1980), supporting the theory that Ross's Gull has been breeding
In areas outSide RUSSia for over one hundred years
Despite the Significant value (p:S 0 04) for genetic structure of Ross's Gulls of
o 126, they have low among-group vanance relnuve to other gull species Lesser Black-
backed Gulls had 0 2) atrong-group vanance (Llebers and Helbig 2002) and Black-
legged KIttiwakes had 0.626 variance between the Atlantic and Pacific populatIOns
(pallrana 2000). Only Ivory Gulls had a lower value (0.05, see Chapter 2), although
when only Pacific colonies of Black-legged Kittiwakes were compared, they had just 0.04
among group variance (Patirana 2000).
/Joplllation Hi!uoly
Although the neutrality tests performed on the Canadian samples did not vary
slgmficanlly from zero, there \\'ere no rare aJleles, "'lIch may Indicate the population may
have been Interrupted by a recent, substantial bottleneck (Maruyama and Fuerst 1985,
chnelder and ExcofJier 1999) This is consistent With the hypothesis that the current
populatIOn Size of Ross's Gull in Canada lS very 'ow but perhaps In the pastil W3S higher
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The Alaskan population on the other hand, had a significantly neglHlve value for Fu's F (-
252, P 50037), although not for Tajima's 0 (-122. P $0112) This mdlcates that the
Alaskan sample, and by inference the Russian populalK>n. afRoss's Gulls IS expandmg
from a hlstoncal bottleneck. The Alaskan specimens haV1ng an excess of hapk>rypes
suppa" the scenano of population expansIOn.
F","re Research
The sample size for thiS study IS very small, especially for the Ala,skanlRusslan
populauon. Analysis ofadditional Alaskan and RUSSIan snmples would more accurately
estimate Its hapk>type diversity. Increasing the AJaskanlRUSSIM samples would also help
give a more accurate value for the overall genetic dIVersity Since most Ross's Gulls are
not from Canada and these samples are therefore resuhmg In a bias towards ktwer values
It would also be Interestmg to see if there IS any population structure between the
breedmg areas ofSiberia, as Ross's Gull neslS at extremely low denSity over II very large
area (Zubakm and Avdanin 1983). The Alaskan sllmples are also relatively old, mostly
from the 19205, and so current samples would be helpful to ensure that the Increased
diversity is not due to degradation of the sample. Due to the low populalion in Canada,
lhere is little opponunity to substantially increase the sample size but additional samples
from Greenland may provide more insight as they may represent the same population.
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Table 3.3.1 Polymorphic sites in the Control Region oCRoss's Gull
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Base Pair
S'lr4'le# 18 30 42 106 115 283 294 312 314 355 380 434
C 60081 C A C G C C T A G C C C,
n 60082 C A C G C C T A G C C C
,
60083 C A C G C C C A G C C Cd
a 70031 C A C G C C T A G C C C
86167 C A C G C C C A G C C C
3791 C A C G C C T A G C C C
3792 C A C G C C T A G C C C
4260 C A C G C C C A G C C C
A 158717 C A C G C C T A G C C CI
a 160702 T G C G C C C A G C C T
s
k 160703 C A C G C C C A G C C C
,
160709 C A T G T T C A A C C C
160710 C A C G C C C A G A T C
1589296 C A C A C C C G A C C C
Figure 3.3.1 Ross's Gull Control Region Minimum Spanning Network
The nummum spanning network of Ross's Gull control regIOn Wlth Canawan birds m
black lUld Alaskan birds in while.
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Table 3.3.2 Ross's Gull Control ReRion Renel;C dive"ity by local ion
Canada Alaska Total
Number of Indi,riduals 14(N)
Haplotypes (H) 6 6
Haplotype Di"e"ity 0.535 1.00 0.769(Hd)
lucleolide Diversity 0.00100 0.00820 0.()O.I30(x)
IAverage umber of 0.5-10 4.20 2.11D;!Terences (k)
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Table 3.3.3 Analysis ofmoleeular variance (AMOVA) of Ross's Gull
Control Region sequence data
Source of Degree of Sumaf Vanance FraCllOnof P·valuesVanallOn Freedom Squares Componenl Variance
Among 205 0149 0126 00401populatIOns
Wlthm 12 12.4 10) 0873populatIOns
TOla! IJ 144 I 18 100
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Table 3.3.4 Neutrality tests with Ross's Gull Control Region sequcnce data
Canada Alaska Overall
TIIJlrna'sD 1.17 -122 -164
P-vaJue 0.934 ns 0112 ns 005 :Sp:SO IOns
Fu's F 0.866 -252 -229
P-vaJue 0.578 ns 00370· 005:Sp:SO IOns
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Table 3.4.1 Comparison oCRoss's Gull genetic diversity values with relevant
avian species
Species Relevance Nucleotide Haplo.ype ReferenceDiversity Diversity
Ross'sGull 000430 0769 Chapler 3 orlhlS(Rhodos/eIMo rosea) thesis
Ivory Gull 000207 0451 Chapler 2 of this(I'agopllllo cburnea) Illes..
Red-legged Killiwake Close relatl\'e 0015 091 Patlrana el oj(RIsso brenroslns) 2002
Corrunon Elder Arctic speoes 00175 092 Tiedemann eloJ(Soma/ena mol/lsslma) 2004
PIRk-fooled Goose
AcetiC species 0003 0.51 Ruokonen et 01(Anser brochyrhynchlls) 2005
Rock Ptarmigan Aretic specles 0002 070 Holder el 01.(LogoplIs /Jmllls) 2000
Three-toed Woodpecker Arecic species 0001 063 Zmk et 01 2002(I'lcoides Indact)'lus)
Ra20rbllJ Arctic species 00126 092 Moumand(Alca/aroa) Amason 200 I
Conunon Murre Arelle Species 0005 072 Moumand(Unaaalge) Amason 200 1
Sibenan Crane Endangered 00060 09 Ponomarev el 01(Gms ICllcogerallus) Arctic Species 2004
Whooping Crane Endangered 00044 00045 Glenn et 01. 1999(Cms americana) species
Crested Ibis Endangered 000069 0386 Zhang et a/. 2004(Nippollia nippon) species
Heath Hen (1)'m/Jallllc/IIIS Extinct 0.009 0.363 Johnson and
cllpido cllpido) species Dunn 2006
Andcan Condor Scavcnging 0.0020 0.59 Hendrickson et
I (VII/Ill" {/)liJ/llIS) spccies al. 2003
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Chapter 4- General Discussion, Future Directions and
Recommendations
4.1 General Ois('ussion
Molecular techniques, such as DNA sequencing. allow the quantification of
genetic variation and partitioning ofgenetic variance llmong populations, These data in
tum provide important information about populrtllon structure, populallon history and
future research needs for species and populallons ofconservalion concern AcqUlsulOn of
this informatIOn IS especially important for endangered species 'where large gaps eXIS{ lit
the essential mformatlOn needed to properly design a conservation stra!egy Both Ivory
Gull (Pagophllo eb,mleo) and Ross·s Gull (RJwdoslelhlo fOseO) are spectes: of urgent
conservauon concern, In Canada,. and requrre extensive research before a suitable
management plan can be devised.
Com;en'lI/iOt/ GCt/clles oj /l'Ory Gillis and Ross ',\' Gillis
This study shows that Ivory Gulls breeding in Canada, Greenland [U1d Norway are
not genetically differentiable, and could therefore be considered a smgle management
unit. As m:1I, bmis wlOtering in the Labrador Sea are not differentlaled from these three
breeding Sites. In contrast, the non·breedmg buds an Alaska were weakly dlfTerentl.lIed
from me other populattOns. h'Ory Gulls had a low level ofgenetiC diversity and neutrahty
tests had negative values. which indicates that Ivory Gulls are expanding from a hlstoncaJ
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populatIOn bottleneck. The estimated Iong·tcnn effective populallon size was siOular 10
other arctic aVian species. Hopefully, the In[ormatlon provided by Ihis study (i e thai
Ivory Gulls are a panmlctK: population) wtll gIVe conservation Ill3Jl3,gers more Opt'lOllS to
InCfease population Size and reduce the poSSIbility ofdamage due 10 a C8IllSlrophlc
pollullon event. For example, translocauon of Ivory Gulls between the breeding colomes
ofCanada and Greenland might become a useful 100110 help increase the population size
In Canada. Most Important, my results provide further evidence for the small population
Size and fragile status of the Ivory Gull
Mllochondnal DNA sequence analysIs afRoss's Gull Control RegIOn suggests
thai the AlaskanlRusslan populalton and the Canadian populauon are \\ akly
dlfferenuated As expected. the smaller Canadian population had much Io\\'er haplotype
and nucleotide diversity than the larger AlaskanlRusslan populatIOn The cause of the
genetic differentiatIOn is not known and rrore research needs to be done before
detenmnmg whether or not the Canadian populatIOn IS a recent founder population or has
existed III low numbers for a long time.
Avian COflselwlliofl GCllclics
Due to the high dispersal abilities or birds, it can be difficult to resolve their
populatIOn structure, however multiple studlcs have dcmonstrated Significant mtDNA
geographiC Structure in various avian families, Includmg several gull species (Black.
legged Kittiwakes (RISSO lridaclyla) Paurana 2000. Red-legged Kllllwakes (RISSO
bremvslnJ) Patlrana. Halch and Friesen 2002. Lesser Black·backed Gull (Lanufilsals)
Llebers, Helbig and De KnifT2001; and the !-Iernng Gull cOrJ1)lex (Lanu cachmoom·
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fuse", Llebers and Helbig 2002). This study provides more Inslghl Into populatIOn
genetic structure ofgulls, endangered and circumpolar arctic birds Both h'Ory Gulls and
Ross's Gulls had relatIVely k>w levels ofgenetic vallance seen between varIOUS
populahons. ",tuch differs from the strong level ofpopulauon dlfT'erenUD.uon seen usmg
miD A sequences of the other gull specIes analyzed. II would be mteresung to oorJ1)Me
the populatIOn differentiation seen In Sabme's Gull (Xema whIm), another high-arctic
breedmggull. Wlth that seen In I\'ory Gulls and Ross's Gulls
The phyiogeographlc panem seen In Ivory Gulls also f8l5eS the poSSIbility that
wmlenng site fidelny may have an effect on genetic Slructure 511lce Ivory Gulls do not
breed In Alaska, the reason for my Alaskan sample's genellc dlfTerenllauon from the other
Wlntenng site In the Labrador Sea, as well as the breedmg colomes IS nol kll(mn. One
poSSIble explanatIon is that Ivory Gulls are wmtenng site phllopatrlc and that II IS al the
wlntenng site where pair-bonds are formed ThIS Idea has been preVIOusly suggested for
waterfowl (Robertson and Cooke 1999) but when tested With King Elders (Somarena
~'1JCclahili~'), a species with both Pacific and Atlantic wlntenng areas, It was not sUPpolled
as no significant genetic variance was found (pearce CI al. 2004). More research needs to
be done to determine whether or not Iva!)' Gulls are wintering site philopulric and
whether it is at this time when pair-bonds are formed, as these data are not currently
available.
Genetic diversily is an important aspect of aVian conservatIon gellellcs, and It has
been shown to be correlaled with filness components (Reed and Frankham 2003) such as
egg IOfcl1ihty and hatching failure (Bensch el al 1994, Jamieson and Ryan 2000), a
popuhuK)n's IIkehhood of recovery from bottlenecks (Frankham 1998), and the ability to
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respond to environmental change (Reed, Briscoe and Fmnkhnm 2(02) The results of this
study support the nOllon that endangered and/or Arctic speCies have lower levels of
genetIC diversity (Spielman, Brook and Fmnkham 2004, Mllflm and McKay 20(4), but
the efTect Oflhls on the fitness of the Ivory Gull and Canadian Ross's Gull and their
ability (0 adapt to the dynamic Arctic envIrOnment has not been researched. Some avtan
Species have been able to survtve despite reductIOn to a smgle breedmg paIr. for example
the Chatham Island Black Robm (Petmlco lI1l\'erst), although they did show a higher rate
ofhatchmg fadure (Ardem and lamben 1997)
Museum samples ace becoming an Important source ofgeneuc matenal for
conservattOn genetIC studIes, as they are easy to obtam and can ofTer mforrtl3llOn on
lerJ1)Oral trends ofgenetic parameters (Payne and renson 2002) 11l1s study was the
first conservallOn-onented genomic analysIs that used only museum samples, ",,'luch
demonstrates that they alone can be utilized 10 sequence large sections oflhe genome and
provide fundamental data. As expected, the control regK>n mcluded the largesl number of
parsimony-informative SNPs, but other regions did possess them, which makes taking a
genomic approach more accurate in assessing the true population Structure and genetic
dlvcrsity of a specics.
4.2 FUlun~ Din~clions
Cow;cnV:l1Ion Gcnetics
More comprehensive saJJ1'lingoflvory Gulls and Ross's Gulls would provide a
more accurate assessment of the conservation genellcs orooth Species Samples ofboth
Ivory Gulls and Ross's Gulls from breedingcolomes m RUSSia would prOVIde the most
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new Informal Ion as they were not avallable for the previOUS analysIs Increasmg the
samples from each population, especially afRoss's Gulls. would also allow an even more
accurate assessment of the conservation genetic parameters and the genetic structure of
each Species. Obtaining current samples should also be a pnonty, especially from Ivory
Gulls. as that would allow evaJuation ofcurrenl genetic diversity vaJues The use of
hypervariable nuclear loci such as microsatellues or muons would also be beneficial as
they are passed both maternally and paternally and thus would allow detectIOn ofsex-
specific dispersal These markers \\''Ould also proVIde mdependent venficatlOn of the
populatIOn genetic struClure calculated usmg rtUlochondnal D A
ConsenYluon Btology Research
There are several hypotheses about the reasons for the declme In h'Ory Gulls but
little or no research has been done 10 tesl them, desplle Ivory Gulls bemg classified as
Endangered In Canada (COSEWIC 2006) Since declines have occurred In all habitat
types and across the known Canadian breeding range, Gilchnsl and Mallory (2005)
suggeslthat lhe cause of the decline is something that lhe colonies all have in COlllmon
such as factors occurring during migration (e.g. hunting) or on the wintering grounds.
Hunting is thought to be an imponam factor, as the high band recovery rates for
Ivory Gulls are comparable to other harvesled birds (Stenhouse, Robenson and Gllchnst
2(04), but more dala are needed to fully undersl:Uld the Impact ofhunlmg on Ihe Ivory
Gull population. Band recoveries from hunting may also help proVIde roore dala about
Ivory Gull movements and help detemune whIch populatiOns are being killed with higher
frequency.
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Another possibility is that ecological changes may have occurred on the Wintering
grounds (Gilchrist and Mallory 2(05) The sea Ice dlstnbullon and thickness In the
orthwest AIJanllc IS changing (Vinnikov et al 1999. Dnnkwater 2004), and II is
poSSIble thai this 1$ negatively atreamg Ivory Gulls Iflhls IS true It may mnuence the
other breedmg colonies as well. since the Labrador Sea IS the nwo wmlenng areas for
Ivory Gulls.. The bards that winter in Alaska also need funhef research. as these were the
only differentiated population foWld in 1I1lS Study Unlike many orner Arcuc-breedmg
seabirds. Ivory Gulls feed In association wnh sea-Ice year-round (Haney and MacDonald
1995) Reproductl\'C output has been seen to be smaller In yean of less Ice (Dalgety
1932) and they may be particularly sensili\'e to reductIOn In sea tee as a result ofclimate
warnung (Vmmkov el aJ. 1999). Ivory Gulls are considered to be an tndlestor species of
the health orlhe marine environment by the InUit and SCientiStS (Mallory and Gllchnst
2005)
Ivory Gulls have some of the highest knO\\.'11 values of contammallon of many
tOXIC chenllcals, including PCBs, DDT (Fisk, Hobson and Norstrom 200 I, Duckman et
01.2004) and methylmercury (Braune, Mallory and Gilchrist 2006) The potentially
deletcrious effect thcse chemicals are having on reproductive success and other
parameters are not known. Gulls are considered to be highly vulnerable to oil pollution
(Clirnphuysen 1998) and Ivory Gulls and Ross's Gulls are more pelagiC tllM most,
making them even more susceptible yel less likely 10 be recovered on land (COSEWIC
2006)
There IS no dala available 10 Indicate whether the declines In Canada are also
bemg seen In l'IOry Gulls from other breedmgareas. This Will need 10 bean Internallonal
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undenaklOg. with censuses done in Greenland, valbard and sevemlareas In RussIa, such
as Severnaya Zemlya,. ovaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land Banding programmes at
the breeding colomes and wintering areas would help proVlde a more accurate descnpllOn
of movement between breeding colomes, wmtenng area usage and hunlmg monahry
It IS extremely lmponant 10 quantify Ivory Gull demographic parameters as
without Ihis informluion. the potential for recovery orlhe SpecIes cannot be accurately
gauged (Stenhouse 2004). Ivory Gull breeding biology research will prOVide mformation
on essential parameters such as breeding success, extent ofphik>patry, age III fi~
breedmg and adult SUrviVal. Ivory Gulls have several kno\\T1 predators dunng the
breedmg season but data is needed on the rate ofpredatKm and the extent ofvanstlon
between years (COSEWIC 2006).
A more accurate assessment of the number of Ross's Gulls breedmg In Canada IS
needed. Since the only study done on Ross's Gull breedmg biology was done by Buturlin
In 1906, research needs to be done to deternune critical demographiC parameters In both
Russia and Canada. The effects ofpredalion, disturbance and adverse weathcr need 10 be
resolved in order 10 accuralely assess Ihe potenlial recovery oflhis spccies. The
wintcring areas of Ross's Gulls breeding in both in Russia and in Canada needs to be
more accurately established so thallhe populalions can be properly protecled. especially
against potential all pollulion in Alaskan waters
4.3 Rr:comnw.ndalions
Ivory Gulls In orth A~rican breeding colonies are not genetically dlfferenllated
from those III western European breeding cok>mes, wt\lch Indicates that Ivory Gulls could
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be considered a single management unit Canadian Ross's Gulls are genellcally
dllTerenliated from Alaskan Ross's Gulls which suggests that they may be considered as a
separate management unit. However, this Ialter ooncluslon IS based on a small number of
samples so further wor\: should be done to confirm this
The results of my study underline the urgent need for the Cana(han federal
1,'ovemment to Il11'lement regulatory policies that ",11 protect I\'ory Gulls and Ross's
Gulls. nliS Includes (but is oot Ilmited to) I) absolute protectJOn ofl\'ory Gulls and
Ross's Gull from hunting In Canada and educauon programs for hunters and Inun
communities In general so that lhey understand the threat these species face, 2) absolute
protecuon of Ivory Gull and Ross's Gull breedmg cok>mes from human-caused
disturbance such as Industnal activities or tounsm, 3) Increased surveillance and
enforcement of m311ne pollutw::m laws (e.g. 8111 C-15) to minimize the chance ofI\'ory
Gulls being Oiled at sea in their wintering areas; and 4) rapid ImplementatIOn ofcontrols
ofgreenhouse gas emissions that are causmg global warming and associated rapid climate
change in the Arctic Since the Ivory Gull and Ross's Gull breed Intcrnatlonally, every
effort should be made to have these policies adopted with othcr relevant countries. Long
term persistence of the Ivory Gull and Canadian Ross's Gull seems grim. but extinction
seems likely unless the above measures are taken promptly.
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Appendix J: Ivory Gull sample infonnation including location, date,
museum and markers sequenced
Loution Y~ar Day CR lIS 4-1 4L
rR!""lA
CMN06704 Wlavul N63 97E61 82 1904 Sep22 '0 Yes Yes Yes
C 1 23444 'unavul Dundas Harbour 1929 Aug6 Yes Yes No Yes
CMN57268 Wl3VUt 74.68E9483 1969 July4 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN69123 Nunavut 79.10E7587 1979 Jun 18 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN69124 Wlavut N79.10E7587 1979 Jun 18 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CM '69193 unavut Pond Inlet 1978 Junl4 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CM '69194 unavut Pond Inlet 1978 July Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN69195 Nunavut Pond Inlet 1978 July Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN71689 unavut Seymour Island 1975 Aug!? Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN71690 unavut Seymour Island 1975 Ju130 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN83462 Nunavut fA A , fA Yes Yes Ves Yes
CM 83464 Wl3VUt Seymour Island 1976 Aug8 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN83465 unavul N/A fA NfA Yes Yes Yes
CMN83478 unavul fA fA fA Yes Yes Yes
CMN83479 unavul fA fA fA Yes Yes No
CMN83480 Nunavul NfA NJA NfA Ves Yes No No
CMN83481 Nunavut NfA NfA NfA Ves Yes No No
CMN83483 Nunavul Seymour Island 1977 Ju1y2 Yes Ves Yes Yes
CMN83633 Nunavul NfA N/A NfA Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN84135 Nunavut NfA NfA N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN84138 Nunavut Grise Fjord 1983 July9 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN84139 unavut NfA NfA N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes
ROM79400 unavut Baffin Island 1951 Jun29 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CM129250 NWf lnuvik Distnct 1941 Sep No Yes Yes
CM161539 unavut Baffin District 1937 Aug!1 Yes '0 Yes No
AN P118867 Nunavut Ellesmere Island 1934 Sop8 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ANSP118869 unavul Ellesmere Island 1934 SopS Yes No '0 No
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ANSPI18872 unavut Ellesmere Island 1934 Sep8 Yes Yes~
CR US ..... ~L
rRNA
2000s Yes Yes Yes Yes
2000s Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fogo Island 2000s wimer Yes Yes Yes Yes
FJ Fogo Island 2000s wmter Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bn L'Anse Aux MC3dow$ 1980. winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
PL6 L.Anse Aux Meadows 1980. wtnler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CM -ILl L'Anse Aux MC3dows 1980. winler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CM, -IL2 'L L'Anse Aux Meadows 1980. wmler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-ILl NL L'Ansc Au...x Meadows 1980. wmler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-IL4 NL L"Anse Aux MC3dows 1980. Winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-IL5 NL L"AnseAux Mcadow'S 1980. wmler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-ALI NL L'Anse Aux Mcadows 1980. ....1nlet Yes Yes No No
CMN-AL2 NL l'Anse Aux Meadows 1980. WInter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-ALl NL L'Anse Aux Meadows 1980. winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-AL4 NL L'Anse Au-x MC3dows 1980. winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-AL5 L L•Anse Aux Meadows 1980s wmler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-AL6 NL L'Ansc Aux MC.:Jdows 1980s winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-AL7 NL L'Anse Aux MC.1dows 1980s winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-AL8 NL L'Anse Aux Mc~dows 1980s winler Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-AL9 NL L'Anse Aux Meadows 1980s winlcr Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-ALIO NL L'Anse Aux Mendows 1980. winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN-ALII NL L"Ansc Aux Meadows 1980. winter Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMN29210 Quebec Natashquan 1939 Oecl9 Yes Yes Yes Yes
CM 29217 Quebec NfA fA A Yes No No No
CMN65716 Wf 70.17E11650 1976 Nov Yes Yes Yes Yes
ROM75016 Douma Kenora DISinct 1956 Jan Yes Yes Yes Yes
SPI4M97 US New Jersey 19~0 Feb Yes No '0 No
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Location Year Day CR 12S -l-I 4L
,RN
o L07401 Biskayerhuken 1949 Jull4 Yes Yes Yes Yes
OSL07402 Biskayerhuken 1949 Jull2 Yes No Yes
OSL07403 Bjomehavn 1949 Jul3 Yes Yes No
OSL07537 Mosselbay 1954 Jul28 Yes No Yes Yes
OSLO I1145 Svalb...d 1982 Aug20 Yes Yes Yes Yes
OSLOll148 Svalbard 1982 Aug20 Yes Yes Yes
OSLOll149 Svalb...d 1982 Aug20 Yes Yes Yes Yes
OSLOII150 Svalbard 1982 Aug20 Yes Yes Yes No
OSLOIII66 orway Svalbard 1982 Aug20 Yes Yes Yes Yes
OSLOll410 Barents Sea 76.45E290 1986 1ay25 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC28912 orway Siktcfjeld 1949 Jul25 Yes No '0 No
ZMUC28913 lorway Biskayemuken 1949 Jull5 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUB2115 Norway Finnmarlr: A A Yes Yes No No
ZMUBI0375 orway Svca 1947 Jul25 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUBI0376 'orway Svca 1947 Jul25 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUBI0379 Norway Svca 1947 Jul25 Yes Yes Yes YesIZMUBI1629 Norway Kong Karls Land 1960 Aug7 Yes Yes Yes Yes I
MuseullI 4LSllllllJlc
ZMUC14.147 Greenland Iscnv. KOpSICphcrlsctl 1932 Jul22 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC14.148 Greenland Iscnv. Kap Sll.:phcnsCII 1932 Jul22 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC14.149 Greenland lsenv. Kap Slcphcnscn 1932 Jul23 Yes Yes No Yes
ZMUC14.150 Greenland Iscnv Kap Stcphmscn 1932 Jul23 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUCI4151 Greenland lsen\' Kap StephcnJll'll 1932 Aug15 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUCI4 190 Greenland Scoresby Lund 1933 Aug25 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC57689 Greenland Kane Basm 1941 Jun5 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC57690 Greenland Kane Basin 1941 Jun5 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC57691 Greenland KaneBasan 1941 Jun5 Yes Yes Yes~
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IZM UC5 7 692 Greenland Kane 805m 1941 Jun5 Yes No Yes Yes
A 'SPI18864 Greenland Melville Bay (W) 1934 JulJI Yes Yes '0 Yes
CM161522 Greenland A 1937 Ju124 Yes 0 Yes Yes
CMI61523 Greenland A 1937 Aug) Yes Yes Yes Yes
CMI61524 A 1940 Aug8 Yes Yes Yes Yes
[VZIOI400 1925 JulJO Yes Yes '0 No
4L
ZMUCI4145 Yes
ZMUC55659 Greenland Holstelnborg May21 No Yes
ZMUC57693 Greenland Smith's Sound 1940 May Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC57694 Greenland Smith's Sound 1940 May Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC57695 Greenland Smth's Sound 1940 May Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC64 171 Greenland AngmaqssalJk 1976 fA Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC64 2151 Greenland Sarqaq, Disko 1948 Dec Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC64 217 Greenland Sarqaq, Disko 1948 Dee Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUC65822 Greenland Godthaab 1964 Jan Yes Yes Yes Yes
ZMUB3904 Greenland Godhavn 1907 ov5 Yes Yes Yes Yes
I MVZI01401 Greenland Egedesnunde 1925 Sepl8 Yes Yes Yes Yes I
Museum 4LSllllllJlcs
CRCM76·474 Alaska N/A 1976 Aprl? Yes Yes Yes Yes
FMI58416 Alaska Barrow 1928 Sepll Yes No Yes
FMI58417 Alaska Barrow 1930 Mayl9 Yes '0 Yes
FMI58418 Alaska Barrow 1929 Oel2S Yes Yes Yes
FM I58420 AJaska Barrow 1930 Mayl9 Yes Yes '0 Yes
FMI58421 Alaska Barrow 1929 Oct 12 Yes No No No
FM I58423 Alaska Barrow 1929 0<:17 Yes No No
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FM 158424 Alaska Barrow 193 I Sep26 Ves Ves No Yes
FMI58425 Alaska Barrow 1930 Mayl9 Ves No No Ves
FMI58431 Alaska Barrow 1927 Octll Ves Ves No No
FMI60631 Alaska Barrow 1931 Ocl6 Ves No No No
FM1606J2 Alaska Barrow 1929 Oetll Ves No No No
FMI606JJ Alaska Barrow 1929 Oct7 Ves No No Ves
FMI60634 Alaska Barrow 1930 May2] Ves Ves Ves Ves
FMI60635 Alaska Barrow 1927 Oct5 Ves Ves Ves Ves
FM I60636 Alaska Barrow 1927 Oetll Ves Ves No Ves
FMI60637 Alaska Barrow 1927 Oct8 Ves No No Ves
FMI60638 Alaska Barrow 1927 Oetll Ves No No Ves
FMI60639 Alaska Barrow 1927 OCl4 Ves Ves Ves Ves
FMI60640 Alaska Barrow 1929 OCI4 Ves No No Ves
FMI60641 Alaska Barrow 1927 Oetll Ves Ves Ves Ves
USNM253 120 Alaska SI. George Island 1916 Febl8 Ves No No No
USNM255117 Alaska 51. George Island 1917 Mar2? No Ves No No
USNM469300 Alaska Old Crow 1958 Jan26 Ves Ves No No
USNM479604 Alaska 51. Paul Island 1962 Jan24 Ves Ves Ves Ves
USNM479605 Alaska 51. Paul Island 1962 Jan25 Ves Ves Ves Ves
USNM479606 Alaska 51. Paul Island 1962 Jan2S Ves Ves No Ves
MVZ45096 Alaska Wainwright 1924 May23 Ves No No No
MVZ82095 Alaska Barrow 1930 May29 Ves No No No
ROM81716 Alaska Barrow 1931 Sep25 Ves No No No
UBC5647 Alaska Barrow 1931 Sep25 Ves No No No
I UWBM727 I 1 Arctic Ocean N/A
NL= Newfoundland and Labrador
N\VT= Northwest Territories
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1993 Sep7 Yes Yes Yes Yes I
Museum Abbreviations:
CMN=Canadian Museum of Nature
ROM=Royal Ontario Museum
CM=Carnegie Museum of Natural History
ANSp:"Academy of National Sciences
OSLO=Natural History Museum, University of Oslo
ZMUC=Zoological Museum, University ofCopenhagen
ZMUB= Museum of Zoology, University of Bergen
MVZ=Museum ofVertebrate Zoology, University of California
CRCM=Charles R. Connor Museum, Washington Slale University
FM=FieJd Museum of Natural History
USNM=5milhsonian Institution, National Museum of Natural History
UBC""Cowan Vertebrate Museum, University of British Columbia
UWBM=Burke Museum of Natural History, University of WashingIon
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Appendix 2: Ross's Gull sample information including local'ion, date,
and museum
Canadian samples
Museum I Region I Location I Year I DateSamol.
CM 60081 NWl3VUt Seymour IsliUld 1974 July 24
CMN60082 unavut Seymour Island 1974 July 25
CMN60083 unavut Seymour Island 1974 July 25
CMN70031 ewfoundland and Fogo Island 1976 Dec 18Labrador
CM 86167 I unavut Baffin Island 1985 June 14
MM379 1 Manitoba Churchill 1982 July 16
MM3792 Manitoba Churchill 1982 July 17
MM4260 Manitoba Churchill 1983 July 5
Alaskan sam lies
Museum Sample I Region I Location I Year I Date
FMI58717 Alaska Pomt Barrow 1931 Sept 17
FM 160702 Alaska Point Barrow 1928 Oct. 2
FM160703 Alaska Point Barrow 1928 Sept. 28
FM 160709 Alaska I'oint Barrow 1928 Oct. 2
FMI60710 Alaska Point Barrow 1929 Oct 7
MVZ I58296 Alaska Singoahk River 1961 July 29
eM = Canadian Museum of Nature
MM= Manitoba Museum
FM= Field Museum of atural History
MVZ= Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Um\-erslty ofCahfoml3
Control
FP XFP!f.MP(ule producing)
Oil X FP!f. YP{IIB Ie produci ng)
2. FP XFP!f.t\')tNnone -ale producing)







} XFP!f.MlP{none .ale producing)
Control
I. FP XFP!f."P{ule producing)
2. FP XFP!f.\lIP{none .ale producing)
E>.periment
I. OP X FP!f. YP (.a Ie produci ng)
2. OP XFP!f.t\1IP{none .ale producing)




